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About this Anthology
Celebrating Writers and Writing in Our Communities is an anthology that includes
the award winning works of students grades 3rd through 12th in Humboldt County
and the surrounding area. The journal is available in digital format at
digitalcommons.humboldt.edu/ and as a printed, bound copy through Amazon.com.
The annual writing contest is co-sponsored by the Redwood Council of Teachers of
English, an affiliate of the California Association of Teachers of English, and the
Redwood Writing Project. Student entries are submitted to the Redwood Writing
Contest at the Redwood Writing Project website ( rwp.humboldt.edu ) in order to be
considered.
This anthology is published annually at the conclusion of the annual Redwood
CATE Writing Contest to showcase its award winning entries. Any student in the
local area can submit to the appropriate category.
This anthology is a publication sponsored by Redwood CATE
with combined support from Redwood Writing Project and
Cal Poly Humboldt Library.
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Is It Not Too Late?
By: Pearl Koepke

We have all suffered, heartbreak, grief and losses
But I have a question for you
Is it not too late to dry our tears?
Is it not too late to trust in our hearts?
Is it not too late to believe that someday things will change,
Is it not too late to welcome reality and adjust?
Is it not too late to reunite and become whole once again?
Is it not too late to fight back?
Is it not too late for us to heal?
Is it not too late for us to rise accept this change,
Is it not too late to hold hands and face this together?
Because I can feel that our air is still polluted with mistrust, and anger.
And it's not going to help if we fight each other,
We need to stand strong and fight this virus together.

1
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I Can’t Breathe
By: Isai Aguilar Miner

I can’t breathe
I told you 14 times
I can’t breathe
Get your body off mine
I can’t breathe but you
Didn’t hear me out
I can’t breathe
When you are always asking
What am I?
I can’t breathe
When you follow me
With your eyes
I can’t breathe
but you are not listening
I can’t breathe
If you only see my skin
I can’t breathe
I can’t breathe again for the million times

2
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The Dream of My School
By: Sydney Boone

We shine as bright as the sun in the form of a falcon. We hope for world peace and
personal peace.
We are kind to others on the campus, but are aggressive on the court.
We sit and read, getting lost in another world full of poetry in many forms.
Our colors are true, with both old and new.
Red, yellow, and white are the colors we unite.
We are the home of Humboldt: proud, smart, and unique with things to share.
We want honesty, truth, and trust. We will let it define us.
We let our voices ring out through our school.
My dream is to be the best I can possibly be, and Zane is helping me.
We all have problems here and there, I won’t deny it. But, we try to become better,
and that’s what really matters.
We are full of friendships, games, fun, and smarts. We know it with all our hearts
that we will grow up, we will move on.
But Zane will always be forever here within us as our lives reach the beyond.

3
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Running for School President
By: Nina Le
Waking, waking, in the morning,
Looking out the window.
Watching the meadow with
the blades of grass
swaying with the wind.
Went to the bathroom to comb my hair,
As I brushed my hair, it was like a
huge nest of hair, all tangled
up on the comb.
I went to my laptop.
Checking, checking, if I've won.
Yes, yes, yes!
I won won won.
I am now,
school president.
I went to school with Zumi.
She was all sad and gloomy
I told her my joke of the day.
Then her tears went away.
She didn’t take the news too well.
She kicked a wall Bang bang OUCH!
And her foot started to swell.
Hush hush.
It’s okay, I'm sorry.

4
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Once the bell rang,
Zumi was zooming to class.
And I had to go and get a pass.
I walked and walked and walked, into
the room.
Eyes looking,
Hands sweaty.
Hello Hello! Come in Come in.
You must be the new President kid, Right? Yes, yes.
Okay tell me, tell me
on what you want to see change
in the near future.
Well, Well.
I Think, I think,
I want extra recesses,
for kids in need.
I think that they need to shake off the
jumping worms on their skin.
Next, Next, Next, is an
Extraaa longgg Lunch.
To go with the recess.
I want more to change too.
Not just that.
But a little more too.
I think, I think,
that less homework,
is good too.
It helps the kids to have

5
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an open mind.
To learn, to learn,
and come on time.
No, stress, no mess.
No homework is fine.
But in the end, less
Homework is divine.
Okay, Okay.
Is there anything else?
No, No
But thanks for having me!
And thanks for listening.
I went back to class,
once I’ve returned my pass.
Once I walked in,
Everyone was staring
And asking where I was.
Okay, Okay.
I'm now school president!
Shh!
Sit down Violet!
Sit down!
Do not disturb my class time!
Okay, Okay!
Sorry!

6
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After school was a bit crummy. I had to go fill my rumbling tummy. By the time I
was at the fridge,
My stomach was growling like a bear. As I ate I
wondered if the ideas were good. My phone, My
phone was ringing I picked it up and looked a’bout
Then I said
Hello?
Hello—Hello
Your ideas are amazing!
Yes, yes,
They’re amazing!
I’ll definitely use your ideas.
Thank you for volunteering!
Woohoo! I jump up and down
Hop–Bounce—Hop!
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I Will Let You In
By: Frankie Ruiz

I will let you in
I will let you in
if you bring caramelized popcorn
mouthwatering golden popcorn
to have as a snack
I will let you in
if you bring whipped cream
delicious white fluffy
whipped cream in a can
I will let you in
if you bring a negative Covid test
to reassure that we
both are safe
Come in Come in
get comfortable and eat popcorn
drink hot cocoa with me
smothered with a mountain
of whipped cream

8
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Breathless
By: Kayda Stelley

Life echoing all around me,
faint winds whistle against the leaves,
dewy green grass in the mornings, under my steps.
Breathing in the fresh pine air,
a desire to seek more,
blooming buds left and right covering the forest floor.
Crimson reds, with amber yellows fluttering in the open breeze,
luring out the enchanting creature,
from big to blue with purple wings.
Now awaiting one true meaning,
the breathless sun contains all hope,
slipping into pitch blue sky.
Singing to the crescent moon up above in the pitch blue sky,
awaiting another,
great morning eve.
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Untitled
By: Lilian Loomis

My dream for my community
Is for us all to get an opportunity
Although we are a bit scrappy
I know everyone can be happy
And with a little more love
And we’ll lift off like a dove
My dream for my community
Is for us all to be in unity
For my school have a dream just like King
For us all to be team and fly under one wing
If we all try
I know we can fly
But not just fly, I know we can soar
The everyone will adore my precious school
Then we can restore

10
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They Were Children
By: Sasha Love

They were Children.
Just children,
Who went to school with bright smiles on their chubby cheeks,
Eager for the American Dream…
Just Children,
Who drew their futures with colorful chalk on a sunny day,
And danced in sprinklers…
Just Children,
Who loved to shop for the newest trends,
But also to help their parents with the groceries…
Just Children,
Who went to church to hope for a better world
Who prayed in peace,
For Peace…
They were Children.
And now they lie with their faces in the dirt,
Voices mute by a gunshot that tore
Through
Their
Flesh,
And left a
Gaping scar in
Our Nation.
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For who are we with our hands dripping with blood
From our innocent children?!
What dignity and prestige of this “Great” U.S.A.?
How could we?!
Tell me,
How could we watch their bodies disintegrate into ashes?
And forget about their worth like dirty dishes in the sink?
As if they don’t matter,
As if by ignorance, it will all go away…
It won’t
Underneath our ignorance, dollar bills and briefcases
Violence spreads like a plague that we avoid,
As if our heads in the sand will
Keep it from pulling apart the very
Threads of Our collective identities.
The Echo of our guns is endless,
The shots ricocheting into our brains written off
As Normal.
This cannot be a New Normal.
Just Children
To whom you throw flowers in the cemetery.
How can we live in a future where the innocent little ones,
Are so Afraid to come to a place once loved,
So afraid to see the
Blood of their friends spilled on the basketball court
and on their
Colorful chalk dreams?
Just
Children…

12
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School Needs Help
By: Madera Brandon

You might think people is schools meaning
Sometimes it seems like nothing except hating
And rating,
But maybe things need altering
Not daily but we will be waiting
No more schedule changing,
It makes school more exhausting
Never letting teachers and students get to relaxing
The changes are only stated,
Everyone debating
About what to be choosing
Never noticing all the cheating,
Blinded by everything incoming
Life starts descending
We need to start pacing,
Teachers are faking
Students ignoring
Everyone is only acting,
Math isn’t simple only confusing
Parents can’t be helping
School seems never ending,
It travels home with us never leaving
We have more homework than classroom educating
Where's the creating?
Always new classes coming
Some are involving
Others complicating,
Happiness should keep growing
People dating
And relating,
All changes that need improving
To help minds that are growing
New things become exciting
13
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I Dream
By: Autumn Hudgens

I dream of a community
Full of laughter, love, and light
A place free of prejudice
And other similar blight
Where people can be free
Of hurt, hate, and haunt
Where if you are kind
You get what you want
A society of people
Who look up and care
And if you are down
Hostility is rare
I dream of a place
With family and friends
With happiness and joy
That never breaks, it just bends
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In Our Community
By: Kaitlyn Guynn

In our community, I hope for love and friendship.
I dream of a place where there is no crime, and no poverty.
In our town, I long for peace and tranquility;
for happiness and for liberty.
In this paradise, let us work together
to support one another, to build trust amongst ourselves, and to bring joy to those
who need it.
This place isn't just a bunch of tall, redwood trees.
Let us preserve and protect our beautiful forests and animals.
Let us see the beauty of nature.
This is our sanctuary,
this is where we belong,
this is our destiny, our home.

15
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More Housing Needed in Petrolia
By: Berna Queener

We need more housing in Petrolia. When you drive around the town I live
in, called Petrolia, the houses look as if they are falling down. And they are. If
there was more and better housing, then there would be more students to attend
school. If there was more and better housing, then more people would be able to
restore and rebuild houses that are falling down. There would also be more adults to
work at businesses.
We need more housing for families, because then there would be more
students to attend schools. More children would get to attend school, and that is
good for them. Children who get a good education usually get good grades. If you
have good grades, you have a better chance to be accepted by colleges.
If there was more housing, more people would be able to restore and rebuild
houses that are falling down. If they lived where they were rebuilding houses, they
would be able to work a lot more and a lot longer than if they lived far away. When
there is a need for housing, people can get jobs building houses. There is a need for
housing, and when people build houses, then they can live in those houses, and work
longer.
If there was more housing, then there would be more workers who could
work longer, because they live where they work. That would benefit businesses a
lot. It would benefit businesses because they would make more money. They would
make more money because they would have more workers. More workers would
help them work faster, and therefore improve their business.
More housing in Petrolia would help a lot, and we need it. One reason we
need it is because then more families would move here, and then there would be
more students to go to school. It would also help because then people could come
and rebuild and restore houses that are falling down. If there was more housing,
there would be more people to work at businesses. More housing in Petrolia would
help a lot, in many different ways.
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Help Kids With Bad Behavior
By: Nolan Losh-McNay

Children with behavioral problems need help in different ways. Kids who
have problems need support from their family. Many young people get support by
talking to a therapist every week. Other kids benefit from taking medication to help
with their problems. Kids act out when they are not getting the help they need.
An example of children acting out happened at our school. Over Valentine’s
Day weekend a couple of kids showed up at Cutten Elementary and destroyed school
property. They jumped on the tables and smashed the chairs that students eat lunch
at. The damage was discovered when school started on Monday. The kids who broke
the chairs and tables were caught and had to face the consequences. Children with
behavior problems are not all bad, they just need support and help from adults.
Kids act out and do bad things when they are not getting the support they
need from their parents. Bad behavior can get a kid in trouble. Some kids have
medical problems that can affect their behavior. When a kid is being bad they can
talk to their doctor about therapy and medication. ADHD is a medical problem that
can cause kids to have bad behavior.
During homeschooling when Covid was happening, I was acting out and
having problems. I felt really frustrated and couldn’t pay attention to online school.
Having to do the work at home and not being able to see my friends and play on the
playground made me mad. When I was mad I would throw things and destroy things.
My behavior was similar to the kids who ruined the tables and chairs at school.
My behavior at home got me into a lot of trouble. My Mom took me to the
doctor to talk about the difficulties I was having doing online school. My
pediatrician sent me to a special doctor who helps kids with their behavior. Doctor
Chen helped us figure out that I have ADHD. ADHD makes it difficult to
concentrate and also makes me get really mad at stuff and I act out in ways that
could be hurtful to others or my things.
My parents helped support me by reading about ADHD and learning ways
they could help me when I get mad and frustrated. Doctor Chen gave me two
medications to take. I take a medicine called Metadate in the morning to help me
concentrate at school. I take a medicine at night called Clonidine that helps me wind
down so I can sleep better. The third thing I do to help with my behavior is go to
therapy. My therapist's name is Debbie and I talk to her every Wednesday night. All
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of these things help me control my behavior so that I can be good at school and at
home.
Not all kids are bad. ADHD can cause kids to act out when they don’t have
the support they need. If a kid can get support from their parents, take medication
and talk to a therapist they can learn the skills to have better behavior. I hope the kids
who destroyed school property get the help they need from their parents.

18
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The Importance of Children’s Education
By: Maddy Meserve

Millions of children are not getting the education that they need. This
makes it almost impossible to get a good, high paying job. Many good careers
require you to know how to read, spell, and do math. Of the world’s 787 million
children, 8% of them are not in school because they do not have the opportunity and
resources to. Altogether there are 58.4 million kids who are not being educated
globally. Many of these kids are poor, and do not have the money to go to a good
school. That is why we need to be donating our money and time to this matter.
Charities like (SFS), Scholarship and Financial support, (YEPS), Youth
Education Programs and Services, and (SE) ,Special education (for kids who are
gifted or have disabilities) ,are some great charities to donate to. Even if you are not
able to donate money, you can host fundraisers, volunteer to help at the school , or
even bring food to soccer games or any other school event.
School lunches are a big part of the donations. A lot of students rely on
school lunches because they do not have enough money or time to make lunches
from home. Approximately 60% of high school students do not eat breakfast in the
morning. We should be donating food to school cafeterias so those who get to
school early are able to eat. Studies by the Food Research and Action Center
,(FRAC) ,and the United States Department of Agriculture, (USDA) ,have proven
that eating breakfast in the morning improves the student’s behavior, performance,
and grades.
Due to the pandemic these past 3 years, COVID 19 skyrocketed, resulting
in online school for students. This really affected the way students learned. About ⅔
of the students who were able to do online school dropped in academic
performance. There are still about 965 schools in the US alone that are still doing
online school due to COVID 19. Donations are very much needed for the students
who do not have computers or any device that they could use for online meetings.
So far only 14% of donations go to children's education globally. If more
people do not contribute to this cause, students all over the world will not be able to
provide for themselves in the future. All careers require you to have at least some
sort of education. If you donate to this cause, more children will have a chance to
have a sustainable occupation.
In conclusion, we should be helping students get the education they need to
succeed in life. Donations have made it possible for the students to get good
19
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careers. Many of the students who received donations did increasingly better in
school. The next time you're considering donating to something, I hope you think
about the children in need of a good education. Education has given students across
the world amazing opportunities in life, and I hope they continue to.

20
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Helping My Community
by Emilia Prim

In our towns and cities, places like playgrounds are not baby proof, kids can
run away at any time. Once I was babysitting a toddler and I turned around for one
second to talk to his older brother, ¨Emilia can I have a snack-uh oh,¨ he said I turned
around and the baby wasn't anywhere to be seen! So his older brother and I searched
for him “Where could he be?!” I exclaimed as I checked a tunnel, and there he was
hiding in the tunnel. I had to work for my money. I was super happy I got paid and I
got to go shopping. When I got home I thought about other kids who can't have jobs,
and how I could change that.
How will kids get jobs? I have thought of a center where kids and grownups
can go to talk something out and the kids will be able to do jobs, babysitting, and
more. The centers would be safe so kids my age and older can be dropped off
without their parents and without being worried about.
If these centers become a thing more kids will have jobs which means more
kids will be out during the day babysitting or anything like that. And if more kids are
out things will need to be safer like I said about when I was babysitting and the
toddler wandered off so, maybe there could be fences around safe parks with baby
safe gates.
And to add on to a few new things in Humboldt County, we should also
have a new shopping center so that kids who earn money can go shopping. Our
current mall is pretty small and most of the small businesses have closed down so all
that is left is the big corporations and even only some of the big corporations are
here. Most people here would like some other nicer stores.
In conclusion, I think our community would be a better place for kids of all
ages if we had more safe parks and nicer shopping malls. So, in the future when I'm
babysitting I will think of the changes we could make to our community and try not
to lose the baby.

21
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My Dream for Our Local Parks and
Playground
By: Gabrielle Morris
Me and my three younger brothers Liam, Nathanial, and Ronan were at
Ross Park, and I had never noticed anything wrong with it before, until I really
looked good and hard at it. I started to swing on the monkey bars and “OUCH” I had
a splinter of red paint stuck in my finger and that got me thinking what is wrong with
the parks and what can I do to fix it.
So I went home and started thinking about all the parks and they all had the
same problem, they were all antiquated and broken. At Ross Park there is an entire
slide taken out of the side of the playground so now there is only one slide that
smaller children can’t go on.
I also thought people can get seriously hurt, they can get scratches and
bruises and splinters they can even break bones. All of the above are any number of
horrible possibilities that I don't want to happen to anyone.
We could get softer ground to fall on. I researched “Poured playground
rubber.” It's supposed to be softer to land on if you landed on wood chips, however,
you could get poked or prodded and you can't get splinters from it. It's clearly the
better option.
I also thought “What can we do to fix our parks?” Start donations to raise
money to fix our parks. We could buy new play structures and rubber and even that
little change will impact our community.
Now every time I go to the park I get excited about what I can do to fix and
help our community, and I only hope that I inspired you to make your own changes
in this community.
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The Right to Abortion
By: Sasha Love

Abortion is a practice of ending a pregnancy through the removal of the
fetus in a woman’s womb. Abortion was carried out through apothecary medicine at
first, but has become more effectively carried out through surgery and modern
medications as technologies progress. It became illegal in the US in the 1800s after
the Civil War when the issue boiled over because white men anticipated an increase
in African-American reproductive freedoms and an increased immigrant population
and forced white women to have the children they carried (PBS, Yang and
Goodwin). Abortion restrictions often end up effecting the most under-represented
and struggling members of our state and nation. Though abortion was legalized by
the Supreme Court in Roe V Wade in 1973, the issue of federally banning abortion
has once again been brought to the Supreme Court’s doorstep this year. A leaked
Supreme Court draft, in early May of 2022, strongly suggested that Roe V Wade will
be overturned by the Court this summer, leading to a federal ban on abortion (though
governors of their respective states would be able to choose their status on the issue).
Abortion is a basic human right and should be kept legal in all states,
including California. In the US, criminalizing abortions is rooted in racism, sexism,
and repressing minorities to the advantage of the powerful. Historically, it has been
similarly rooted in power and control in other countries with dictatorships who
strongly encouraged state-run birth programs as a way to strengthen their rule.
Further, regulating women’s bodies encourages an oppressive patriarchal society that
harms women’s rights and mothers in a situation where they may need an abortion
because they feel unprepared to bring a child into the world. Birthing a child is a big
event that will impact the mother, baby, and society for decades to come. This choice
to end a pregnancy should be seen as a thoughtful, mature decision for the future of
our society, and not be punished. Lastly, even if the Court does succeed in making
abortion illegal, it will not ban the practice from being carried out, but simply make
it more dangerous for expecting women.
Punishing women for abortion initially took place among enslaved black
women in 1700-1800 America where they were considered “valuable property” of
enslavers and “they didn’t have the freedom to control their bodies,” leading “slave
owners to prohibit them from having abortions” (Planned Parenthood). Criminalizing
abortion is rooted in slave owners regulating the bodies of these persecuted human
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beings. Moreover, illegalizing abortion became law after the Civil War scared people
that the Black population would rise because of abolition, and also because of
increased immigration, causing the “browning of America” (PBS Yang and
Goodwin). Abortion is further rooted in sexism because it only became an issue
when men who didn’t fully understand the human implications of having children
shunned it as a cruel practice when they started professionally taking over the
industry of midwives and women’s health practitioners (PBS, Yang and Goodwin).
However, abortions can be an essential resource for single moms or struggling
women who cannot keep themselves alive and well in a society already plagued with
low levels of affordable housing, increasing cost of education, rapidly increasing
inflation, and lower pay rooted in sexism. Forcing women to bring a/another child
into this world could devastate them financially and lead them to not be able to
provide the child with adequate care. This is not to say all women should avoid
children because they would not be able to be adequate mothers if they are struggling
financially, with relationships, etc., rather they should not be forced to take on the
substantial extra burden of an additional human by leaving them without options for
their future. As seen, banning abortions is not only rooted in racism and sexism, but
also puts those with financial disparities at a much greater disadvantage. These
financial disparities are tied in with pre-existing racism and sexism because racist
and sexist ideologies historically and currently cause inequalities in our economic
system.
From the time Roe V Wade was instituted, there have been laws that have
tried to limit its freedoms and that have been aimed at hurting minorities, just like
when abortion was first criminalized. For instance the Hyde Amendment, passed in
1976, “blocked federal Medicaid funding for abortion services” which, “penalizes
low-income people seeking abortion — forcing those already struggling to make
ends meet to pay the biggest proportion of her income for safe, legal care” (Planned
Parenthood). Though it still allowed abortion in cases of rape or incest, it is
ultimately meant to harm marginalized peoples. Furthermore, as reported by the
Washington Post the Trump administration in 2019 attempted to defund Planned
Parenthood by, “cutting off federal funds from health-care providers that offer
abortions or even discuss the procedure with patients” (Brostoff). This shows that
there has always been a fight to minimalize the legality of abortion before and
throughout Roe V Wade, that ultimately harms the most repressed and vulnerable
women of the U.S. This is likely to continue and intensify if Roe V Wade is
overturned.
The people choosing to end their pregnancies through abortion do not steep
in violent intents. They are women in situations where they feel like they cannot
support a child in this world. They may be sexually abused and raped, or they may
want an abortion for reasons that are not as clear, but still should be seen as just as
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acceptable. They may have many other children already, be working minimum wage
and struggling to sustain themselves, be trapped in a toxic relationship, enjoy
working a full time job, or simply don’t feel ready or want to have kids. Birth control
can be an option for women not wanting children, but it doesn’t always work, and
sometimes people end up having unwanted children when they are young and not
ready. One example of this is Casey Duram who was “working [minimum wage] as a
receptionist and barely had enough to support herself” (CNN) and received an
abortion because she knew that was the right thing to do for the potential baby, and
her future. People like Casey are making a wise and thoughtful decision to abort their
pregnancy that should be respected because everybody's voice and decision on their
private and personal lives should be valued and ultimately be their own. Some
staunch Christian followers say you are killing innocent babies that Jesus wanted to
survive because he cares about everyone. But if He cares so much about having these
children survive physically, what about after they're born? If they are born into a
world that does not want them, they will likely suffer enormously emotionally for the
rest of their lives. Forcing these children to be born into an emotionally harmful
world does not seem like caring for them. Furthermore, if He cares about everyone
and thinks everyone should have a voice, then what about the mothers who can’t get
an abortion and who are being forced to take on an unwanted burden? And why let
women’s voices be quieted by a patriarchal society that doesn’t allow them rights to
choose their own health and futures? Many conservative senators supporting the
Court in overturning Roe V Wade also voted against the Child Tax Credit “almost
uniform GOP opposition, [led] to an approximately 41 percent spike in child
poverty” (Washington Post, Stein). This goes to show that most politicians against
the right to abortion also don’t support family support and planning, which will make
it nearly impossible for some mothers to raise children.
It is also important to note that banning abortion sounds quick and easy, but
in reality it will not automatically cause the procedure to stop being carried out. Like
all necessary things made illegal, it will still be carried out, just in a more
unprofessional and dangerous way under the table. A study conducted by the
Guttmacher institute, an organization started by Planned Parenthood to educate the
public on reproduction rights and keep track of current reproductive laws, concluded
that, “the proportion of all abortions that are estimated to be least safe increases as
abortion laws become more restrictive” (Guttmacher, 14). For instance, 87% of
women received safe abortion where abortion laws are less restrictive (i.e. you can
get an abortion legally without complications), whereas only 25% of women
received safe abortion in areas where abortion was most restrictive (Guttmacher, 14).
Unsafe abortions can lead to many medical issues for the woman and baby in
question; “complications can sometimes be fatal” (CNN). A reproductive health
expert and sociology professor at the University of Boulder stated, in her peer25
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reviewed article, that continuing pregnancies instead of aborting them when
necessary because of restrictive bans on abortion would lead to pregnancy-related
deaths to annually “increase by 21% overall [and] 33%” for Black women (Amanda
Jean Stevenson). There is a clear connection on how outlawing abortion will not stop
it, but cause it to become less safe.
Regulating abortions promotes social norms of repressing the voices and
rights of women in our country. If they are not allowed a voice on how they would
like to live their lives and their futures then how can we expect that they will get an
equal representation in politics, as workers, as voters, as elected officials?
Criminalizing abortions stops the growth of gender equality in all aspects of life in a
nation that has been striving for fairness and justice for decades. According to a
reproductive health expert and sociology professor at the University of Boulder,
“Women who are denied abortion are more likely than women who received desired
abortions to suffer economically, stay with abusive partners and experience health
problems during and after their pregnancies” (Amanda Jean Stevenson). Restricting
abortion continues to promote sexist oppression while blaming and burdening
victims of accidental pregnancies by controlling their futures.
The US government and law does not have the right to interfere in citizens’
private lives as stated by the 14th Amendment . It declares that states cannot, “make
or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the
United States,” and further, akin to the well-known first words of the Declaration of
Independence, citizens shall not be, “deprived [of…] liberty” (Constitution of the
United States, amend. 14, sec. 1). Restricting reproductive rights for approximately
half of the US population is undoubtedly “abriging” their privileges. The
constitution set out to protect citizens from government mandates that interfere with
their personal rights because the founding fathers and, later, government officials,
believed their cultures and identities should not be stripped away to provide for the
wants of politicians. Roe V Wade decided that reproduction is a private matter and
falls within our private rights; what has changed now?
We are lucky that the private clause has been instituted in our nation
because totalitarian dictators like Hitler of Nazi Germany used women as a tool to
increase his “Aryan” population. He did this by strongly incentivizing, nearly forcing
suitable German women to have children as a way to satisfy his obsession with
growing his army and the Aryan population while replacing the degenerate one
(Britannica). The byproduct of this mandate further led women to be kept from
workplaces and independence as they were simply kept in the house as child bearers
until well into WWII (Spielvogal, 858). This kind of government interference in
private life is dangerous and can lead to disintegration of rights and backwards
societal views that disempower women, so instead, we should stand up for our rights
and our independent privacies granted in the Constitution.
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It would be silly to ignore the fact that not all of the American public is
firmly planted on one side of this issue or another, but rather many Americans
support an abortion ban with limitations. For example, 63% of Americans support
allowing abortion no matter what stage of the pregnancy in cases of rape or incest,
but 48% of Americans believe abortion should be legal up to 15 weeks into
pregnancy according to a PBS Newshour poll done in early May of this year (2022)
after the Supreme Court’s decision was leaked. While allowing abortion in some
cases, but not others may seem like a fair compromise to settle upon, partially
banning abortion is a slippery slope that will cause continued oppression of women’s
reproductive rights. It may be hard to prove your abortion was caused by rape or
incest, and even if they can, women shouldn’t have to pursue a bureaucratic
nightmare to be able to decide not to have a baby. Additionally, many women don’t
know of their pregnancies during the early weeks and therefore banning it once they
know of their pregnancy and all information was revealed to them is just as bad as
banning it completely. Some people also argue that if abortion is banned in one state,
the expecting woman can simply move to a more liberal state. However, this is
hardly ever the case because moving and/or traveling requires substantial wealth,
while women needing an abortion are especially likely to be lower income, making
this situation very impossible for many. Even if it is possible, the time spent
traveling and waiting for appointments will likely, “lead to needing an abortion later
into pregnancy, and ultimately becoming ineligible to get an abortion” (Amanda Jean
Stevenson) because if Roe V Wade is overturned federally, abortion will likely be
illegal, even in most liberal states, after several months of pregnancy.
Banning abortion has historically harmed minorities, and regulating
women’s rights continues to oppress them to this day. Regulating women’s bodies
insinuates oppression and harmful sexist societal norms in a patriarchal society.
Mothers in the situation of expecting a baby should be supported in making the best
decision for their future, which may include not having the baby if they are to be
brought into a harmful situation. This decision should be respected. Christians
believe Jesus cares about us all, so He should care about the future of these children,
and of the mothers who will ultimately be dramatically affected. Further, only
partially banning abortion, will yield to loosening Roe V Wade’s critical standard,
and yield to banning it further. Lastly, banning abortion will not make it illegal, but
instead simply make it more difficult and dangerous for an already repressed societal
group. We cannot live in a world where girls are scared to grow up because they
know they can be taken advantage of so easily. Abortion is a basic human right that
should be kept legal in all states including California because women have the right
to choose what is best for them and we are not to be manipulated property of
politicians. Do we want to live in a California where girls are scared their futures
will be robbed of opportunity because of oppression from a patriarchal society that
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does not allow them to own their bodies and their futures, or do we want to live in a
society where we all have rights and futures and are not scared of others being able
to change that with the sign of a pen?
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Marco’s Diary
By: Sophia Furshpan

4/6/16, Sunday, 1:46 P.M:
Hi. This is my second diary. My first one got lost, I found it but it fell in a mud
puddle when I was running to school, late. It’s okay, I hardly ever wrote in it
anyways. If this diary had my name on the front then maybe it wouldn’t get lost or
tragically fall into mud puddles. I guess. I’ve never liked my name. “Marco”
Sounds dumb, not gonna lie. I think at one point in second grade, everybody started
calling me “Marco Polo” then forgot about it entirely the next year. Maybe one day
when I’m older, I can change my name to something cooler. The boys' names are
all pretty similar, though. It’s girls who have pretty names. I like Margo, but that’s
too similar to Marco. It sort of reminds me of mango. Now I want mangoes. I
LOVE mangoes. Oh, I also like Trixie. The more I say Trixie the more I like it. If I
was a girl I’d want to be named Trixie, but if my parents hate that name, then
Margo. It’s beautiful because of how unique it is. I’ve never met a girl named
Trixie. If I did, I’d totally want to be friends with her…But I’m a boy, and my name
is Marco. Dumb old Marco.
4/6/16, Sunday, 2:13 P.M:
I told my parents about the names I like. They laughed at me. My mom told me I
was so silly and my dad messed up my hair. Maybe they just don’t like the names I
chose. If I choose better names, I bet they won’t laugh. Something like Penny.
Yeah, I bet they’d like that name. It seems like something that they would name me
if I was a girl, which I’m not. If I was, then I’m sure they would. Penny is pretty
too, but Trixie is still better. There’s plenty of Pennys out there, but not enough
Trixies.
4/6/16, Sunday, 10:46 P.M:
I couldn’t sleep so I decided to write. As a 13 year old, I believe that my bedtime
should be at least a little later than a 10 year old’s. Sundays are the worst. Especially
Sunday nights because you have to lay down all night and go to sleep knowing
tomorrow you have school, and I hate school. Everybody is so mean. Even my
teacher. The only thing good about school is that I get to see Victoria. I wish she
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could come over to my house and hang out but her parents are so strict, according to
her. I’ve never actually met them. She’s really nice, although sometimes even she
steals my lunch. Lately I’ve been putting her least favorite foods in my lunch to
make sure she doesn’t steal them. Surprisingly enough, it works.
4/6/16, Sunday, 11:16 P.M
Actually, I was about to go to sleep but I wanted to write about Victoria just in case
so that when we grow old and we get wrinkly I can remember what she used to
look like. I’m not worried. Even when we get ugly, she’ll always be my beautiful
best friend. Even as an old lady. She’s very pretty. She always has a golden french
braid that almost goes down to her arms. Almost. She says she might want to grow
it even longer but it’s a pain to always be washing and brushing. She says she was
probably Rapunzel in another life. We met in 1st grade when she said that the jelly
sandwich I had brought to school that day stunk and that I should start eating more
peanut butter since peanut butter doesn’t make your stomach turn red like
strawberry jam. According to her 1st grade knowledge, the more jelly you eat, the
redder your stomach becomes. Then the jelly stays in your stomach since it’s so
sticky and it stays there until your stomach is so full since all the other food sticks
to the jelly covered walls of your stomach and you can’t eat anything anymore and
you die. I think her source of information was an 8th grader that was teasing her
and she actually believed it. Ever since that day, Victoria has always been my best
friend.
4/7/16, Monday, 2:18 P.M
It’s lunch break. Vicky’s in the bathroom and I obviously can’t go with her since
I’m a boy. She takes ages in there. Victoria hates when I call her Vicky, but I like
it. It’s a cute
nickname, I hope she grows to like it, too. Today I packed a peanut butter and
jelly sandwich, apple slices, and a Kinder Joy. Vicky hates jelly and says that
Kinder Joys are too sweet. She only packed a bag of BBQ Lays today, so she stole
my apple slices. It’s okay though because while she wasn’t looking I ate a few of
her chips. She licked some of the flavoring off though, so I got an unpleasant
surprise. Why does the world never side with me?
4/9/16, Wednesday, 2:31 P.M
Lunch break again. I packed a bag of pistachios, a Kool Aid, and a Cup O Noodles.
Victoria brought nothing. I felt bad so I gave her my pistachios without her needing
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to steal them. She showed an awful lot of gratitude over a bag of pistachios. Then
she almost tripped and spilled them when she realized she sat in dried bird poop.
You know, Victoria is such a clumsy girl. She’s always forgetting stuff and always
walks into class with fresh bruises and scrapes that she tries to hide. Every time I
ask about them she changes the subject or makes up an excuse. I guess she’s just
embarrassed. One of these days I should fall on purpose to show her that she’s not
the only clumsy one and that there’s nothing to be ashamed of. I’m sure she’d like
that.
4/11/16, Friday, 4:07 P.M
I’m sitting in the dressing room of the mall with the door locked. My mom took me
shopping because she said I needed new clothes, but she doesn’t like any of the
clothes I picked out. The ones she picked out for me are more of her taste though, I
wouldn’t wear them. Everything she chooses for me is so masculine. I don’t want to
wear shirts with Monster Trucks doing backflips. Plus that type of stuff is more for
little boys, I’m 13. I guess in her eyes I’ll always be her sweet little boy. I found a
shirt I really liked, except it was in the girls’ section. It was a light yellow shirt with
a monarch butterfly sitting on the Earth. I liked how they made all the colors pastel
so it matched. When I showed it to my mom she told me I couldn’t get that, since it
was for girls. It was clear to me that my mom only took me shopping so that she
could pick out my clothes and watch me try them on. That’s how I wound up sitting
here writing in my diary on the bench in the dressing room. I want to go home.
4/14/16, Monday, 12:54 A.M
I probably shouldn’t be up right now, but I couldn’t sleep again. If Victoria could
come over to my house I bet we’d be having the best sleepover right now. We could
be watching a movie together, staying up telling scary stories, eating BBQ Lays (the
king of chip flavors,) and having awesome pillow fights. I wish I could talk to her
right now. If I had a phone I could, but my parents refuse to get me one. I think it
would be super useful, I could contact them, my friends, have some source of
entertainment, and call for help in case of an emergency. My parents say that I need
to learn responsibility before I get a phone. I think I’m pretty responsible though.
They also say phones are too expensive, which is understandable, because they are.
I still think that I deserve one.
4/16/16, Wednesday, 3:06 P.M
I hate school. I hate school so, so much. Jax and his stupid friends called me
disrespectful names today. I didn’t really know what they meant, and I don’t want
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to say them now that I do know what they mean. I asked Victoria, she said that they
called me gay in a really disrespectful way, but I’m not gay. I’ve never even
thought of being gay. It’s so unfair. I wish my dad would hurry up and pick me up
from this sad excuse of a school. School is a place where you should make friends
and learn, not get called names that immature 13 year old boys shouldn’t even
know. I want to leave school forever and never ever return. I can be homeschooled.
Actually, maybe that’s not such a good idea. I’d never see Victoria again if I were
homeschooled. So actually, I’d want Jax and his stupid smug friends to leave this
school and never return for the rest of their sorry lives.
4/16/16, Wednesday, 3:11 P.M
My dad finally picked me up and now I’m in the car with him. He doesn’t usually
pick me up but mom had a special appointment today and she was running late.
She’s a dentist for kids. I told him what Jax and his friends had said. He said they
were just pre-teen boys joking around and that I shouldn’t take it to heart. He also
said that he bets that if I explain how Jax and his friends made me feel then maybe
Jax would feel bad and I could finally have a friend that’s a boy. I love my parents
and all, but sometimes they have no idea what they’re talking about. Plus I would
never replace someone like Victoria with someone like Jax.
4/22/16, Tuesday, 2:04 P.M
Lunch just started. Art class was before lunch today. We were making self portraits
out of finger paints. I wanted to give myself a pink shirt because I liked how pretty
that shade of pink looked. Jax had finished before me though, and walked over to
me to see what I was doing. When he saw I gave myself a pink shirt he laughed and
smeared it a little. The teacher heard him though and he got sent to the office. He
said it was an “accident” but our teacher saw right through him. The world finally
did me a favor, although I don’t understand what’s wrong with pink.
4/25/16, Friday, 2:22 A.M
2:22, what a funny time. Yeah, I probably shouldn't be up at a time like this, but I
am anyway. I definitely think a later bedtime would help me get more sleep. All I’ve
been doing is tossing and turning all night long because of how early it feels. I have
a haircut tomorrow, I don’t want to cut my hair though. I like it long, I think it looks
better. I already know Jax would make fun of me if I let it go to my shoulders.
Maybe my mom will let me keep my hair if I use the birthday excuse, my birthday is
in a week and I’m super excited. I really hope I get a cellphone so I can text Vicky
on nights like these instead of writing here. Not that writing here is bad or anything,
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bad is a strong word. I just think that writing and talking to nobody but myself can
get a little boring after a while. I also start feeling like I’m going mentally insane. I
don’t even have any siblings, I’m an only child. Sometimes I wish I had a sibling,
sometimes I don’t. I like the idea of having someone really close to you who you can
ask advice from, or play with when you’re bored. What I don’t like is the idea of
constant sharing and split attention. I’ve grown up with all the attention from my
parents on me. Now that I know what it feels like, I could never watch my parents
love someone else as much as they love me, if not more. It doesn’t really matter,
though. I’m never gonna get a sibling.
4/26/16, Saturday, 5:46 P.M
I feel really bad. My mom made it very clear to my hair stylist to cut my hair so that
it’s extremely short, but I told the stylist to only cut it only a little. The stylist
listened to me, and it turns out a little wasn’t good enough for my mom, so my mom
yelled at the stylist. She didn’t do anything though, it was me who told her not to
cut my hair. I think sometimes my mom expects things to be perfect and when they
don’t, she gets a little hot headed. Well, at least I got to keep my hair pretty much at
the length it was. I really hope to grow my hair to my shoulders. Maybe even
longer, but Victoria long is a little too long.
4/29/16, Tuesday, 7:21 P.M
Today at school, Victoria said that my hair should be my choice. I fully agree,
sometimes I feel like Victoria is the sister I never had. Victoria sometimes seems
smarter than most adults. She’s like family to me. I just wish she would tell me
more about HER family, though. It’s such a big secret over such a little thing. I
love her to death though, she’s the best. But if she steals my lunch one more time,
I’m gonna smack her to Mars.
5/2/16, Saturday, 3:45 P.M
Since my Birthday is in 2 days I’ve decided it would be appropriate to list the
things I want the most for my birthday. (I really REALLY hope I get them.)
#1: Cell phone
#2: Sleepover with Victoria
#3: For Victoria to stop stealing my lunch
#4: A fish
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#5: A trip to the mall where I pick my own clothes for once
#6: Free choice over my hair
Is that really so much to ask for? I already explained to my parents multiple times
why a cell phone would be useful. I also think that I deserve a pet since I’ve never
got one. A fish would be a great starter pet. I could take care of it and make sure it
has a happy long life. I would be the one to feed it and clean its tank, no matter how
much work it is. There’s an empty spot on my desk just BEGGING for a fish tank. I
can practically hear its desperate cries. If the fish is a boy fish I’d name it Bubbles,
and Trixie if it’s a girl fish. #2, #3, #6 and #5 are also simple things that don’t cost
money. Except for #5 but I think I should be the one to pick out my own clothes for
once. My free choice over my hair also shouldn’t be something I’m listing as a
birthday wish, that should just be something that happens without me even having
to ask.
5/4/16, Monday, 2:13 P.M
YESSS!!! It’s finally my birthday and it’s been the best birthday EVER!! I got to
take a day off school to celebrate. I also got my cell phone. I’m very grateful my
parents bought something so expensive for me. They said they’d take it away if I’m
not responsible though, so I’ll prove to them that I can take care of it. I didn’t get
the fish though. Always next year, I guess. Only 365 days to go. Yay.
5/5/16, Tuesday, 1:02 P.M
It’s snack break. The day after your birthday is always the most sad day because
you had the best day of the year come and then it’s gone, just like that. Sure, you
have all your cool gifts and toys to play with, but it’s not really the same. It’s fine
though. I finally got Victoria’s number and we can stay up late and text all night.
I also asked her about a birthday sleepover but she said she couldn’t. Again. She
said she could try and sneakily text me at night though.
5/6/16, Wednesday, 3:37 A.M
It’s so late and I’ve stayed up all night staring at text messages between Victoria
and me. She hasn’t responded. I texted her at least six times all at different times
and she hasn't responded to any of them. The strange part is, she left me on read.
Why would she flake like this? Victoria always keeps her word. She might have
just fallen asleep since it’s super late. I should probably sleep as well. Good night,
diary.
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5/8/16, 1:06 P.M
Victoria has missed 2 days of school and she hasn’t responded to any of my texts.
I hope she’s okay, this is nothing like her. I’m sure she’s fine, she might just have
caught a cold or her parents may have taken away her phone for a while. I’d feel
bad if it was because she was caught reading my text messages at night, since I
made her do that. I might ask the teacher if her parents said anything about her
being grounded or sick.
5/12/16, Tuesday, 2:04 P.M
Victoria is back at school. I feel absolutely awful. She said her parents have been
constantly arguing and her dad decided they wanted a divorce. Her face has been
blank and emotionless all day and she’s been spending a lot of her time in the girl's
bathroom. I wish I could go check on her. I think I might ask one of our girl
classmates to go in and check on her since I can’t.
5/11/16, Tuesday, 2:21 P.M
I asked Bailey Renardo to go in and check on her, but Bailey called me a creep for
wanting to see Vicky while she’s in the bathroom. Then she told me to just get lost.
It wasn’t like that though, I didn’t mean anything like that. I just wanted to make
sure she was okay and doing all right. I would never do anything like that to
Victoria, she’s my best friend and she trusts me and I trust her just the same. Bailey
wouldn’t understand friendship. She stuffs her bra with toilet paper to compete with
her so-called “friends” to see who has the larger breasts. That’s stupid if you ask
me, they’re all thirteen going on fourteen, not sixteen. I should have asked someone
else, anyone else would have been better than Bailey Renardo. That was my
mistake.
5/14/16, Friday, 5:45 P.M
Vicky finally got out of the bathroom at lunch today to tell me she was all right
and that she was sorry for not spending enough time with me, she just needed a
little alone time to think about things. I totally understood and comforted her. She
said she’d text me later, which she did and we had a conversation that wasn’t
depressing for once. I could tell she wasn’t her usual bright and sarcastic self,
though. I could tell it was hard for her to hold a conversation and stay positive.
We still managed to have a little fun together, even with her current situation. She
introduced me to Instagram, as well. I followed her account and followed some
other celebrities I look up to. I don’t think my parents would like that I
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downloaded a social media app. I might need to keep this secret from them, or
they might take away my phone.
5/19/16, Wednesday, 2:13 P.M
Victoria has been sorta eating lunch alone lately. She’s been coming into school
with more and more bumps and bruises. She decided to eat with me today, though.
I brought peaches, Gatorade, and a tray of Oreos. She stole some of my Oreos
since she only brought a rotting old pear. She tried to take a few of my peach
slices but I snatched them away before she could get her hands on them. She
offered to swing together once we’re done eating, so I’m looking forward to that.
It’s been a while since we played on the playground together like actual kids. We
normally just walk the track together and talk.
5/24/16, Monday, 1:37 P.M
Jax called me something he shouldn’t today. He called me something that only
homosexual people can say. I asked Victoria what it meant and she told me it was
actually a slur and that Jax most definitely shouldn’t have been saying that since
it’s extremely disrespectful to the LGBTQ+ community. She also said that Jax
definitely doesn’t support the LGBTQ+ community since he had said that. The
audacity he has. She said it could be his religious beliefs, his family, or just his
own beliefs. I will never understand Jax.
6/1/16, Tuesday, 2:52 P.M
I stayed up last night on my phone and was scrolling through Instagram and saw
something called pride month. I asked Vicky about it and she explained it to me. It
was kind of hard to hear what she was saying since her mouth was stuffed with a
nutella sandwich she stole from me but from what I heard, she said it’s a month
where the members of the LGBTQ+ community come together and celebrate who
they are and show off their pride. I used to think that LGBTQ+ only consisted of
women who like other women and men who like other men. After seeing some
Instagram posts I learned that there is more than just that. There’re people who love
boys and girls, people who don’t identify as either a boy or a girl, people who
constantly change their sexualities, people who transition to the other gender and
more. I was curious about the last one. Is it legal to transition to the other gender? I
asked Victoria and she laughed and said yes. I tried to ignore the bits of nutella
sandwich that flew everywhere when she laughed. If I’m being honest her laugh
sounded kind of forced. I can imagine it would be hard to laugh considering the
divorce situation and all that she’s in right now. She’s doing amazing.
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6/4/16, Tuesday, 6:24 P.M
I researched transitioning to the other gender a lot more. I learned it’s called
“Transgender.” I learned anybody can do it and that some people even get
surgery to have the same body parts as the gender they’re transitioned to. The
surgery isn’t required though. I don’t like the idea of surgery. Blades and things
always have scared me. What if I were to wake up mid surgery? What if
something goes wrong? What if the anesthesia goes wrong and I’m actually
awake and feeling the pain? What if they get me confused with a different patient
and perform the wrong surgery on me? Too many horrifying risks I’m not willing
to take. Doctors are scary too. A lot of the time they’re the ones telling you
you’re gonna die. I don’t want to die, but what I’m even more afraid of is
someone I love dying. That might be one of my worst fears. Doctors are also
normally the ones to tell you your loved one is gonna die. So doctors, blades,
needles, surgery, and pain are all a big nope.
6/7/16, Friday 2:18 P.M
Transgender really is interesting. Could I consider it? Should I consider it? I could
finally wear the clothes I want without negative judgment because people would
think I’m a girl. I would be a girl, I guess, and I could name myself Trixie, or
Margo. I could grow out my hair and paint my art pink. I could do anything I
wanted without the evil judgment. Except for Jax. Jax would judge me, I just
know it. Jax is just stupid though. If I were to be transgender, would my parents
support me? Would my school support me? I already know Jax would never stop
picking on me. In fact, it would get even worse. I can already imagine it. Jax and
his friends would never shut up about it. The only person who knows I’m thinking
about being a girl is Vicky. She supports me. That’s only because she’s the best
friend in the world and will always support me no matter what I do, but I’m not
sure if my parents would support me. What if they kick me out? I’ve never heard
their opinion on the LGBTQ+ community. My mom doesn’t let me pick out my
clothes if they’re feminine and my dad hasn’t said a word about LGBTQ+. It’s
not like we’re religious or have some rule in our family history that says nobody
in our family is allowed to be gay. I think. Could they still be homophobic? I
don’t know, it’s too much to think about and too many possibilities with a terrible
outcome. At least Victoria will always be there for me.
6/8/16, Saturday, 5:23 P.M
I want it. I want it really badly. I thought about it a lot last night. Being a girl would
feel so much more like me. Sometimes I get this weird feeling that’s hard to
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describe. I get it when my mom picks out masculine clothes for me that I don’t
want, or when Jax picks on me or calls me gay, or when I get looked at funny for
browsing at the girls’ section at the mall. It’s like I’m out of place, sort of like I was
born into the wrong body. I’ve always felt more drawn to feminine things, I’ve
never really known why before, though. I do now though. It’s because I want to be
a girl.
6/10/16, Monday, 2:49 P.M
I texted Victoria yesterday that I wanted to be a girl. She asked if my parents knew
and I said no, because they don’t. I don’t know if I want to tell them yet. I’m scared
of what they would think. She said it takes courage and that she’s proud of me. She
also brought a present for me that she put in my backpack. It was a blue box and it
had a holographic ribbon. I untied the ribbon and inside the box were some old
shirts of hers that were cute and feminine. I felt like crying, it was very sweet. Even
with her current situation, she still made time for me. We also spent a lot of lunch
break on her phone as she taught me about feminine products. She taught me about
periods, makeup, and how there are stuffed bras that could give me a feminine
appearance. My parents would never buy me makeup or bras though. They would
say it’s a huge waste of money for someone who doesn’t “need” things like those.
6/18/16, Tuesday, 1:28 P.M
I spent all week researching things about the female body and more feminine
products. Victoria helped a lot, as well. My parents didn’t find the clothes Victoria
gave me because I hid them at the back of the closet. I don’t know if I’ll ever get a
chance to wear them. Not like this, I won’t. My mom would immediately know that
someone else gave those to me since she picks and buys all my clothes. Speaking of
my parents, I think I may want to tell them. I think I may be ready. It feels like a big
secret and the longer I keep it from them the more worried I get. If I keep it from
them any longer, they’ll probably be even more mad, if they end up not supporting
me. If I don’t tell them, I’ll never know if they do support me. I’m gonna tell them at
dinner tonight. I really hope they understand how I feel.
6/19/16, Wednesday, 12:07 P.M
This is the literal worst day of my life, and I’m not being dramatic. Can you believe
it? My own parents don’t support me. Are they really even my parents then? I told
them about how I felt and how I liked the idea of being a girl. They thought I was
joking at first and forced a laugh until I told them I was serious and that I actually
wanted to be a girl. They didn’t even say anything, they just looked at me with
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disgusted faces. Once they were done looking at me like I had just told them I killed
my non-existent baby sister, they said they were taking away my phone because
these social media influencers were setting a bad example and teaching me about
things I shouldn’t know at my age. They don’t understand that I’ve always felt this
way. The internet only helped me discover more about who I want to be. They’ll
never understand. I can’t even tell Victoria about this since my phone is taken away.
Maybe I should just forget about it. Maybe I should just be a boy. This gender stuff
is just too confusing and stressful. I don’t even know who I am anymore.
8/18/16, Thursday, 2:18 P.M
Oh. I forgot about this Journal over summer break. I think I was too stressed to
continue writing. I found it in the corner of my bookshelf collecting dust and I
reread it. I kind of wish I didn’t. It was a reminder of all the horrible things going
on in my life. I still want to be a girl. I still want my phone back. Nothing has
changed. It was the most awful summer ever. I couldn’t contact Victoria, my
parents treated me like a stranger, I wasted it cooped up inside my room, and the
whole time I felt like I wasn’t myself. Every day was the same. Like a groundhog
day or a broken record in an abandoned house that nobody bothered to fix. I have
even more to be stressed about now. For example, Victoria. She never returned to
school. I asked our teacher and he said that she was still a student at our school, so
she should have been coming to school. It’s been two weeks and no Victoria. I’m
really worried. Worried sick. I couldn’t contact her throughout the entire summer,
either. I tried to get my phone back from my parents so many times but they said
I’m just gonna learn more stuff I shouldn’t. Rumors have started around school.
Victoria was never really that noticed around school, but now she finally is. Her
grades dropped last year. They slowly and slowly declined until she went from
straight As to C-s.
8/27/16, Friday, 5:02 P.M
Victoria is gone. Victoria is gone forever and there was so much I could have done
about it. I’m so stupid. So, so stupid. This whole time, I’ve been so concerned about
myself I completely forgot about Victoria. Victoria had been going through so much
more pain this whole time and I never realized because I was so focused on my own
sorry life. Victoria doesn’t deserve this, she never deserved this. I would give
anything to trade my spot with her. I would take her pain. Now, I’ll never get to see
her smile again. Our teacher announced that Victoria took her own life over the
summer. I think Victoria’s parents just requested that the school not tell anybody for
a while. All the kids in school are acting all sad and depressed and some are
claiming to be friends with her or to know her for attention. It makes my blood boil
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watching the people who didn’t even look her way pretend to suddenly be her best
friend. It’s not fair. This whole time, I could have said something, done something,
anything. I have a sick feeling in my stomach, like I want to throw up, except I
don’t. I’ve been sitting at the toilet since school ended feeling like I actually have to
throw up. It’s a feeling that hasn’t gone away since our teacher announced her
death. I haven’t been getting any sleep and my eyes hurt from crying so much. I hate
my mom so much. If I had my phone, I could have responded to all the Facetimes I
missed. My mom only gave it back to me when I told her about Victoria. I guess she
felt bad. Victoria Facetimed me so many times, every day. I missed them all. Why,
though? She knew my phone was taken away, I told her before summer break. Was
she hoping I would find my phone and respond? She only texted me once though.
She sent a paragraph. That paragraph gave me hope. For a second it made me forget
that Victoria was gone forever. I felt like she was sitting beside me, with her head
on my shoulder rubbing my back. It made me smile, even though all the tears
pouring down my face. It made me feel warm inside. A feeling I didn’t have for a
long, long time. I will never forget it.

“To my best friend Marco,
I’m sorry. I’m so, so sorry. You don’t deserve this, and I’m probably going to
hurt you by doing this. I’m sorry I can’t tell you this in person, you don’t
deserve this sudden weight dropped on you out of nothing. I just can’t live any
longer knowing that my parents despise me and my father expresses it to me
every day by hurting me physically. You don’t need to understand and you
don’t need to forgive me, I wouldn’t forgive me either. But before I go, I want
you to know, what other people think of you is garbage. The only opinion that
matters is your own. If you want to be a girl, then be a girl. I have a feeling
that you’re going to be the most beautiful girl this whole world has ever seen.
You will get negative judgment and you will get hate, but it’s worth it, because
you’re being yourself and you’re being the best Marco you can be. So Marco,
be yourself, because yourself is the most beautiful version of Marco. It’s also
my favorite version. Never forget this. I understand if you don’t want to listen
to a word I have to say after I’ve done something so awful to a person like you,
someone who doesn’t deserve any of this. What you deserve is a life where you
can be who you want to be. That is my final request though, because I want you
to have the happy life I sadly can’t have. But, once in a while in my darkest
moments, someone lit me up and made me forget all my troubles and all my
responsibilities and pain. You, Marco. You were the one who brought me hope.
You were the only one. You’re my favorite person on this Earth, Marco. You
forever will be, no matter who you are. Girl, boy, neither, you’re still my best
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friend. That will never change. Not even when I’m not here in this world
anymore. I love you, forever and always.”
8/29/16, Sunday, 6:42 P.M
This is my last entry. That is okay though, because I have nothing else to say.
Except for this. I am no longer a boy. I’m a girl. Victoria has guided me and I will
never forget her. One day, when I’m older, I will see her again. Until then I must be
patient. Until then, I will be myself. No matter who supports me. Jax won’t stop
picking on me but that’s okay. I can stand up for myself now. If my parents don’t
support me, they’ll have to get over it, because their daughter isn’t leaving anytime
soon. I express myself now, too. I wear and cherish the clothes that Victoria gave
me with pride and I’ll make some money of my own to buy more clothes for myself
that are of my own taste. I may even consider surgery, probably not, though. I can
still be myself and a girl without having to get surgery. Oh, I almost forgot. I
decided to change my name as well. It took me a while to choose but I decided on
the perfect name. I’ve decided not to go with Trixie or Margo. My name is now
Victoria, and I am a girl.
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Monster of the Deep
By: Sadie Hutchings
Josh

I was on my way to my friend’s birthday party at Jane's Creek park. I knew
my best friends Jerry and Gary would be there. My name is Josh. I live in Arcata,
California. We got to the party at about 12:00 and I was starving. It was nowhere
near cake-time so Jerry, Gary, and I were hungry, we decided to go look for
blackberries in the gully. We followed the overgrown path until we came to the
creek. It was more full than usual, but the blackberries were just as juicy. They grew
above the tiny waterfall that led into the overflowing creek. Jerry threw a stone into
the river, making a big plop. We all decided to look downstream for any blockages.
We followed the water all the way down until we found a huge log in the riverbed.
Jerry tried to move it by standing on it before we could stop him. He fell down into
the overflowing creek. My blood went as cold as the water in the stream. We were
shocked at what just happened.
Jerry

I fell into the stream, hitting the bottom almost instantly but, as soon as I hit
the bottom, I fell into a lower cave, underneath the stream. My camera was in my
pocket and it snapped a picture quickly. When I landed, a humanlike figure grabbed
some clay and patched up my hole. Naturally, I was curious, so I asked
“Who are you?”
“I am the monster of the deep” it rasped, in a low, wet voice.
It looked like a human, except with green scales, yellow eyes with red slits for pupils
and all covered with algae and water plants.
“ I was asleep for years and years, until you awakened me by hitting me
with that stone and waking me up.”
“I-i-im sorry, I said I D-d-didn't mean to wake you up, I was only having
some fun. I like the sound of when the rocks land in the stream. I didn’t know this
could happen.
“H-hhow do I get back?”
“You don’t” said the monster sharply
“this is your new home”. he pulled back a curtain of algae to find...
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Gary

Where did my friend go? One minute we were tossing stones in the river
and now he’s missing? What happened? What should I do? call the police?, get our
parents? I decided on getting the police. After all this was a potential death, and I’m,
like, twelve years old. I told Josh to stay there. In case Jerry floated back up. I went
to the closest police station. On my way up from the gully I noticed everyone had
left. I glanced at my watch. As I had it set on silent. There were two texts. One said
that my mom saved me a piece of cake. The second said that the party ended but you
boys seemed to be having too much fun. So we left. You can walk the two blocks
home. I looked up. That text was sent about ten minutes ago. I continued my hurried
journey about five blocks away from the police station. When I got there I told them
my friend fell in a creek at Janes Creek Park and hadn't come up!
“Is this a prank?” He said.
“No”, I said sincerely. He didn’t believe me. When he had returned, Josh
was gone!
Josh

I stared into the water, worried. I was panicking. I heard a muffled shriek
from under the creek “Jerry?!” I yelled. No response. Thinking fast, I wrote a note to
Gary, telling him what I was about to do. I jumped into the stream, feeling around, I
did however feel a slight indent on the creek bottom, I pushed, and the floor gave
way. I fell through. I landed in a puddle, and a sudden rush of water blew me
through. Jerry was stuck in the flow with me! Instead of catching up with each other,
we yelled, and Gary fell down with us.
Everyone
They flew down the “waterslide” and ended up in a large cave. The Monster
flew up the waterslide and patched up the hole. The three boys landed in a puddle of
water, the cave had blackberries hanging down from the ceiling, just then, the boys
heard a cracking sound and the ceiling of the cave split. Two people jumped down
and landed in the pool. They were wearing biohazard suits and one of them grabbed
the boys and brought them up, and before they could thank them, they had patched
up the hole, and were gone. All the boys sat around in the sun, ate the cake that their
mothers had saved them, when they were semi- dry they agreed to tell their parents
that they had fallen in the creek, not quite a lie, not quite the truth.
Jerry

I reached into my pocket, my camera was smashed, yet I found the photo in
good tact. In an effort to forget the trauma we had experienced, I let the photo fly
away in the wind.
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Helping the Hospital
By: Bella Holbrook

We didn't know if my grandma would survive the surgery she needed.
When we went to the hospital I saw a jar. I was only 8 but I remember every little
detail. There was a sign near and it looked important.
While we were there, the sign I saw next to the donation jar was a sign that
said, “Donate so we can get the medication we need.” I was going to ask my Dad for
some money but I didn’t do it. I didn’t have the courage to. As we went to see my
grandma she was pale and sounded sick. I was worried but I was also glad to see she
was okay at the time. Later on we found out that they didn't have a lot of the
medication she needed for the surgery.
We had to go back to the house but as I was walking out I noticed that the
jar had some money in it. I got excited. I was thinking that a lot of people would
donate. When we got home I went straight to bed. I couldn't sleep because I was
thinking about how everything will go great. The next morning I woke up to the
sound of my dad sounding happy. I asked him why he was so happy. He told me that
people donated and that grandma had enough medicine for her surgery.
I was jumping up and down. I was gonna scream. I couldn’t believe it. That
day they told us they could do the surgery for her. I waited patiently for them to call
again. I wanted to know what was going on. It started to feel hot in the room. It felt
like I couldn't breathe. Then the phone rang. All of the feelings I had just went away
like magic. They said she was all right and could come back tomorrow morning.
After all of that I always make sure to donate to any jar I see because they always
help people or a person in need.
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The Beaver’s Problem
By: Lyer Waites

Before humans came into existence, all of the animals lived together. They
lived in a forest with a quaint stream running through that slowly shifts into a river
that your parents would teach you to be wary of. It was wide, about ten feet, and
deep enough that you wouldn’t be able to stand in it. You could hear the quiet trickle
of the water from almost anywhere. Choruses of bird songs rang out in the early
morning, making waking up the most pleasant experience. The weather was always
perfect, sun beaming through the canopy to keep the forest floor well lit. The forest
was always plentiful with food and resources; it supported many different species of
plants and animals.
Most of the animals got along fine, but this wasn’t a perfect world. There
were always a couple of them that would cause trouble or no one wanted to be
around. In fact, some of the animals hated each other! The animal that was filled
with the most hatred was John the beaver.
John was a simple beaver, always just building his dams. On Monday he
built his dam, on Tuesday he built his dam, on Wednesday he built his dam, on
Thursday he built his dam, and on Friday … well you can probably guess. All John
ever did was build his dam. Now, dear readers, you might be asking, “Why does it
take him so long to build his dam? Is this the only dam he’s built? How are you
talking to me?” Well, to answer some of those questions, John was a little bit of a
perfectionist.
It only took other beavers a day to build their dam. But John had been
building this dam for six months now. One time, there was a clump of mud that had a
piece of green grass sticking out of it, so John took apart his whole dam, terrified that
there were other pieces of grass in the mud. John has done so many things like this,
so many times that all of the animals thought there was no way he would ever get his
dam finished.
Some of the other animals took notice of John’s inadequate building
abilities and took that as further means to mess with him. There was a pair of
annoying kids that would always hang around his building site, I’m sure you know
the kind, a fox called Freshetta and a raccoon called Rogo. They were glued to each
other; they never went anywhere without each other. Freshetta and Rogo would often
go to John’s dam, watch him build, and heckle him. They would see how close they
could get to the mysterious place before John would chase them off.
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Freshetta appeared to be a very cunning fox; she would always have a sort
of backup plan for when John would eventually snap at her. He had learned to be
very careful of what he would say and do around her. She was like a piranha, feeding
off of the reactions that she got.
Rogo seemed similar to Freshetta in the way that she also enjoyed watching
others' downfall, but she was much more of a follower than a leader. She would
usually carry out the other’s bidding, ending up the one John’s short temper would
reach first.
One day, Freshetta had the genius idea to try to sneak up to the dam and
take a stick from it. She thought that it would be really funny since John would
surely have the best reaction. He would probably see them and chase them off,
blubbering around like the old man he is. The scene would play like a fish out of
water; the fox loved to see it.
Freshetta sent Rogo over to investigate for loose sticks that John wouldn’t
notice missing at first. She saw that there was one loose one that wouldn’t make the
whole dam crumple over if taken. It was halfway sticking out and had no mud to
keep it in place. When Rogo went back to tell Freshetta what she saw, her whole face
lit up. This was perfect; they would just have to wait until John was working
somewhere else. I don’t know about you, but I think that these kids really need to be
taught that they shouldn't take anything that’s not theirs. Humans will do that when
they come along.
Later that night, Freshetta and Rogo went on a stakeout. They waited about
40 minutes before John had to leave to cut down more trees. This was the time to
strike. The duo rushed to the dam and started wedging out the loose stick. It was a
little bit of a workout, but together they got it done. When it was completely out,
Rogo started carrying the stick on her back.
Before they could get very far away, John returned with a freshly cut log.
He had been in a good mood and was being very productive. He dropped the log on
the shore of the river and was about to move it into place when he heard a quiet
scurrying noise. The beaver instantly stopped what he was doing and started looking
around. Someone was trying to mess with him again. What if they came to break his
dam? He would defend his dam to his last dying breath, even if that was a bit
dramatic. They would have to pay.
John climbed up his dam so that he could have a better view of his
surroundings. On the far end, he noticed two small animals, one fox and one
raccoon, that were carrying a stick from his dam towards the forest. He didn’t know
why they would ever need a stick from his amazing creation. They lived in a forest
for goodness sake; they could find a stick anywhere.
Overcome with anger, John started running at the kids; he would definitely
be having a talk with their parents. “What are you doing?!” John bellowed. He
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quickly snatched his stick back from the thieves. He did this so quickly that it made
Rogo fall over. But John didn’t have any time to worry about her, he had to chase
them off!
“Relax, it was just a joke,” Freshetta responded while helping Rogo back to
her feet. “It was loose anyway.”
“I don’t care! Get out! Go away!” John screamed back.
At first the kids stood still, too shocked to move. They had never seen him
this angry before. Just when he looked like he was going to start yelling again, the
duo spun around and started running back into the forest, tails between their legs.
As they were running away, John felt a little guilty about scaring them like
that, but he quickly reminded himself that they deserved it. They had tried to ruin his
dam after all. He just wished that he could make everyone leave him alone, but he
could take this as a learning opportunity. He would need to work faster and harder
from now on, with a better guard up as well.

~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
John steadily made his way back into the forest the next day. He had stayed
up the entire night guarding his dam. There was no way that he would leave it
unattended while there was still a chance that he could be blindsided again, but he
had to get back to work eventually.
He was heading for his favorite place to cut down trees. It was a small patch
of forest that was a ways away from the river. No one ever really went there because
it was just kind of plain, but John liked plain, it suited him.
From there, he could still hear the river, but it was much quieter, just a faint
tickle in the back of your brain. As soon as he located a good enough sized tree, he
began to gnaw on the base of the trunk. As he was getting started, he heard an
indignant squawk coming from in the tree.
“Excuse me?!” The voice chirped. It was an oddly squeaky and scratchy
voice. It was the kind of voice that makes you mad for no apparent reason.
John looked up to see a rather angry robin. Its feathers were ruffled like it
had just been violently woken up. Since there was usually no one here, he had
forgotten to check if there were any animals in the trees.
“Oh, I’m sorry,” he replied. He hadn’t meant to offend anyone. “I didn’t see
you.”
This caused the bird to get even angrier. It looked like someone had done
something unimaginable to her. “What do you mean ‘didn’t see me’? Maybe you
should have just looked harder. Do you have any idea what you could have done?”
she squawked back. John didn’t see what was so wrong; it was a simple mistake.
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This is why he didn’t like being around other animals, they always make everything
so complicated.
“My babies were safely sleeping in our nests until you came along and tried
to kill us! Do you really think a simple apology can fix that?” she said.
Now John was starting to get annoyed. He already had to deal with a couple
of kids trying to ruin his dam and now this. He was just trying to get a log. How was
he supposed to know there was a bird’s nest in it? She shouldn’t have come to this
place anyway. It’s his. This was supposed to be his special place, and now it’s being
invaded? He thinks not.
“Maybe you shouldn’t have built your nest where no one could see it,” John
murmured.
Unfortunately the mother bird seemed to hear him and was not happy about
it. She hopped right up to the edge of the nest, jumped off onto John’s head, and
started forcefully pecking at his head. It was hard, not hard enough to bleed, but hard
enough to really hurt. I’m not even sure if this is a robin anymore, what if it’s a
woodpecker?
John tried to shake her off but couldn’t do it. He started running away as
fast as he could and eventually felt a weight off of his head. When he slowed down,
he really started to feel the throbbing pain. It resonated in his head like a bouncy ball
in a room made of glass, breaking everything it came in contact with. This wasn’t
fair; he wasn’t doing anything.
He eventually stumbled back to his dam and went inside of the living
quarters, not even bothering to check for intruders like he would normally do but
instead, just going straight to sleep. It wasn’t even halfway through the day, but he
already felt too tired to stand. He wasn’t just physically tired either, he was tired of
building this damn dam and tired of being bullied. Everyone was taunting him at this
point. He realized that they knew he would never finish his dam, because they were
the ones making sure that he never did. If everyone would just leave him alone, if he
could make them leave him alone, he would be so much happier. Everything would
be so much better.
He was dozing off to these thoughts when he felt a thump from nearby.
“Ugh. Why can’t I have a break?”
John sluggishly made his way out of his living quarters so that he could see
what was going on. He pulled himself up out of the water and glanced up to see a
massive black bear on top of his dam. It seemed to be frozen for a second before it
removed its paw from the dam, revealing a hole, and continued to walk off the dam
and into the forest.
John was utterly enraged. He couldn’t believe the audacity that that bear
had. That wretched bear had ruined everything. Everything John had worked so
relentlessly hard for was destroyed just by a bear walking on it. No, it was on
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purpose, it had to be. There was no way that he had suffered this much in the
building process just for it to be carelessly trampled under the feet of an animal who
would never even notice. He wouldn’t let that thing get away with this. He had to do
something!
But what could he do? Anything that he did wouldn’t even matter. Kids
would still heckle and steal from him, he would still be berated for simple mistakes,
and he would still be underappreciated. His dam helped everyone. Without it,
everything would suffer. Animals’ homes would be underwater and their food
sources would be inaccessible.
If no one cared about him, why should he care about others? Maybe this
would show them just how much they all needed him. So John made his way over to
the basically ruined dam with his still throbbing headache. He couldn’t stand this
eyesore anymore, it was pointless anyway. The dam was like a rot in his brain that
had been steadily growing for quite some time, eventually taking him over. He
wanted to be done with it, to not have to deal with the deluxe stress package that
came with it.
As he stared at the depressing sight, he knew what he had to do. Slowly and
surely, John started to remove the now crushed sticks from the river until there was
nothing left. As he watched the now free water rush to overtake the new terrain, he
was confused. This was meant to make him feel better, to remove the rot from his
brain. But for some reason it only made him feel worse. He started to worry about all
of the other animals who lived there. Would all of their homes be drowned now?
John didn’t want that; so many animals would be displaced because of him.
Sure, he wasn’t the fondest of his neighbors, but he didn’t want to disrupt their entire
lives. He had to warn them at least; there had to be some way to make up for his poor
decisions. As the guilty beaver started to run along the banks, shouting forewarnings
as he went along, he saw other animals emerge from their burrows or the trees as
they joined him in his journey to right this wrong.
They all continued with this for a little bit before meeting up on one side of
the river. Time seemed to speed up for all of them. John profusely apologized for
everything, begging for their forgiveness. Surprisingly, none of the animals seemed
too upset. They all recognized their own wrongdoings that got them to this point.
Soon after that, the dam was being rebuilt, and the river banks were being drained.
John was even faced by Freshetta and Rogo, all three of them apologized to one
another.
Nobody knew where that bear had come from or where he had gone, but the
community had decided not to dwell on it. They didn’t seek confrontation nor
revenge, they were just glad to have an opportunity to learn more about and start to
appreciate each other.
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Why the Chicken Doesn’t Cross the Road
By: Reed Berman

A small village sits in the shadow of a great city, encaged by the same
walls that preserve its fading life. That is where Rowane was. He was always a kid
that wanted to be more than the world meant him to be. So curious about what was
around every corner, when he realized that there was nothing more to see, he lost all
interest in the pathetic town in which he lived.
First, he wanted to see the great city that towered above the insignificant
place where he resided. That was Rowane’s outlook for many years. Then, when he
turned five, he realized that his mom barely had enough money to feed him and his
little sister, let alone take them to the finest place inside the walls. Therefore, the idea
of making it to the big city was crushed. Eventually, the young boy's attention turned
to outside the walls.
When he mentioned this in front of his mother, she flipped, screaming at
him about how impossibly ignorant he could be to even think of such things. Rowane
was in disbelief. His mother was always so calm and controlled, and she just acted
like he had plans to kill someone. At the time, he didn't understand why she had such
an extreme reaction. But for some reason this only made him more curious about
what was on the outside of the walls, and why his mother was so sensitive about it.
As he went into the fields to work tirelessly for hours, all he could think of
was his father that was six feet underground, which left the twelve-year-old child to
have to work for hours to help his mother put food on the table. On the way to the
fields, he couldn't stop himself from relentlessly pondering why his mother acted so
rashly at such a small comment. That day, he decided that when he got home, he
would confront his mother about her reaction, but he never got the chance.
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
While he was walking home, he saw all the people of the town crowded
around the little pile of sticks he called home. When he pushed to the front of the
crowd, all that was left was a pile of ash and scorched logs, Lily, his two-year-old
sister, left sobbing outside.
“Mom, Mom!” she cried out. “She’s stuck inside!''
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He sprinted inside, digging through the flame and ash looking for any sign
of life, unaware of the fire engulfing him just as it did his mother. Eventually, he was
pulled out by Vincent, a friend of Rowane.
He was tall with short black hair and the strength of most grown men in
their village, bearing the familiar stern look you couldn't find him without. While
being carried out, he found Jeremy with a similar stern look on his face. He seemed
to be on the brink of tears.
This was anything but familiar. Usually, you would find Jeremy with a
mischievous smile that Rowane and Vincent were both aware was just a mask to
hide his own problems. Then right at that moment, Rowane realized.
“Carter!” he screamed. “She’s still back there!”
He scrambled out of Vincent's arms and sprinted back to the scorched
wooden fence that held Rowane's best friend, Carter the chicken. He grabbed Carter
and sprinted out of the flames, holding the only thing that was left.
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
Back when his father died, the only thing that he left was a chick so small it
could barely walk. At first, Rowane hated the chick because it represented the failure
of his father. Taking all the money they had and going out to a bar to get drunk, so
drunk that getting into a fight with someone twice his size felt like a good idea,
Rowan’s father was knocked down for the final time. All the hate Rowane had for
his father was channeled into the helpless chick that could not have less to do with
his father's actions.
He considered killing it so many times because of what he convinced
himself was the meat, but he knew it was out of pure and undeniable hatred for his
father. Time and time again, it was the eggs from that same chicken that filled their
stomachs when they thought it would be another day of going to sleep hungry.
After all of that, he is running through a burning building to save it, not
because of the food it puts on the table, but because he can't let his father die again.
Snapping back into reality, he saw his little sister sobbing on the ground.
Vincent stood up and faced him, yelling, “Why did you do that, you could
have died?! Then what would she do.”
“You're mad at me for trying to save my mother and my best friend?”
Rowane rebuts.
“It was too late to save your mom, and you knew it. Look at you, your arms
will be scarred forever because of those burns, and all you have to show for it is a
useless chicken!” Vincent yells.
“You talk about useless, all you do is sit around on your parents' money and
never have to worry about working a day in your life!” Rowane screams.
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Silence fell over the crowd of onlookers, so deafening that the crackling in
the fire came across as a machine gun tearing down everything that gave Rowane a
will to live, besides his sister and Carter.
Right then, as if the world resumed, a yelling farmer splashed a bucket of
water on the smoldering house. Rowane’s sister continued to cry, and the town
continued to uselessly scramble to achieve nothing, but to allude that they are doing
something to help, or have a purpose. As the fire went out and the smoke cleared, the
situation that Rowane was in made him feel as though he were staring through a
crystal clear lake looking at all hope of the future slowly sinking to the bottom.
For the first time in a while, Jeremy said something sincere about how sorry
he was for Rowane with all that had happened, but nothing he said made a
difference. After the following days, it seemed like no one really cared anymore.
Rowane, Carter, and Lily were on the street with nothing to do. Rowane still had to
work as much as possible, struggling to have enough food to survive.
Lily begged on the street for any food or money, but even though she was a
homeless little girl, barely anyone was willing to help.
“Well it makes sense, half the people in this town are just as dirt poor as we
are,” Rowane muttered to Lily.
Later that day, Jeremy tried to cheer him up. When he saw Rowane walking
back from the field, Jeremy tried to make small talk like nothing happened.
“Hey Rowane, why is that chicken named Carter? Isn't it a hen?” Jeremy
hollered.
“It’s what my mother always called her,” Rowane responded on the brink of
tears. Even just having to think about his mother made him want to break out
sobbing.
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
As the days passed, and the nights got colder, Rowane and Lily became
desperate for a place to stay. It even got to a point where they were going door to
door begging for a place to sleep.
“We will do anything,” they cried.
There was no avail, until they arrived at the house at the end of the street on
which they once lived. When they knocked on the door, a familiar face appeared.
Somewhere in all the drama, a sweet old man named Teren had slipped from the
siblings' minds. He was usually very careful and selective with his words, so he
didn't talk much, but when he did it was a good time to be attentive. There was not
one time in Rowan’s life where he said something that was not to be cherished.
He smiled and said, “Ooh, how good to see you. I was getting worried about
you since it has been so long.”
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Rowane and Lily gave him the usual pitch of how they just needed a place
to stay and promised it wouldn’t be for long. The kind old man couldn't bear to think
of them being out on the streets, so he welcomed them in.
He was always kind to Rowane and Lily, bringing them flowers and baked
goods when he had the chance. They felt so thankful for his kind heartedness. After a
few months you would guess that it would all start to feel normal again, but for
Rowane that couldn't be further from the truth.
After about a year, Jeremy decided that enough time had passed that it was
fine to make fun of Rowane about having no parents and all that. Rowane couldn't
make himself tell him off due to the fear that it would make a schism in their
relationship. He hated Jeremy for it, but I guess losing one more person would just
be too much, so he stomached all the jokes and moved on.
Vincent barely even talked to Rowane anymore. After the fight the day
Rowane's mom died, he started ignoring Rowane, with the few exceptions being to
make fun of him with Jeremy. So once again it was Rowane left with Carter as his
only true friend.
Rowane felt he was on the edge of a cliff leading to nothing. Almost
everyone who ever cared for him abandoned him. He was on the edge of his
breaking point. Hardly anything felt like it made life worth living, but the fact that
Carter and Lily were waiting at home made him drag himself back every day.
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
After three more years, Rowane, now 16, was still living with Lily and
Carter in Teren’s house. One day as Rowane was returning from work, Teren pulled
him aside and said, “I think you are old enough to know, your father he… he never
died.” As the cornerstone of everything Rowane knew filled in, all the things above
it crumbled. All that was left was confusion and rage.
“YOU KNEW ALL THIS TIME, AND YOU NEVER TOLD ME!!!” As
Rowane yelled, every fear that Teren had became so real that he couldn't bear to
think of the consequences of what a few simple words in the right situations could do
to someone.
All Teren could think to say was, “All I ask is that you think… think before
you act.”
Revolted by his voice, he quivered, “You have the nerve to tell me to think!
I went through 15 years of misery because of having no one to support our family,
and now you tell me that man I hated for dying, leaving us all hopeless, is still
alive?! And think is the only thing you say to me!” Rowane was more disgusted than
he thought he could have ever been.
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walls.”

“He didn't just leave,” Teren said with his voice shaking. “He left the

As the room fell silent and Rowane’s rage started to fade, he was left with
only confusion. As he collapsed to the floor starting to sob, it felt like everything he
ever knew was a lie.
“I thought that it was impossible to get over the walls. The walls are 20
meters high! How could he get over them?!” Rowane’s voice was still shaking.
“No one knows how he did it, '' Teren said, trying to keep his voice steady.
Right then Carter waddled in, almost with a look of concern, as if he had
heard and understood their conversation. Then she shuffled up to Rowane’s leg and
started to peck at it, looking back and forth in between the piece of dirty cloth she
was pecking at and dead into Rowane's eyes as if she was trying to tell him
something to console him. As he stared back no matter how much he wanted to hate
Carter he couldn't bring himself to do it.
Right then, he decided there was only one thing to do, find his father. He
planned that as the world fell dark, he would grab food, water, and rope and try to
escape the walls. As his sister and Teren slept, he took what he needed; as he was
about to leave, he saw Carter walking directly towards him. When he brushed past
her he thought, “Why am I abandoning the one thing that never abandoned me?”
“Well it’s not like I can take her,” Rowane murmured.
As soon as he walked out of the house and closed the door, Carter started to
squeal, running all around the house knocking over cups, plates, and everything else
that she happened to find. Rowane ran back into the house, grabbing the chicken and
pinning it to the ground. As he held her there, he realized his only option was to take
Carter. He stuffed her in the sack he was using as a backpack then headed off. When
he passed the last house in the village and then the wheat fields, he couldn't stop
wondering why his father would leave, and that is when he realized why his mom
got so upset when he mentioned leaving the walls. It's because she knew this the
whole time and never told him.
This only made Rowane more upset. Who else could have known? Is it
possible that Vincent or Jeremy knew?
“Did everyone truly think I was so fragile that they couldn't tell me the
truth?” he asked Carter.
As she stared back at him, Rowane felt heard. Like someone cared. As
Rowane left the town, he finally felt free, like all the things tying him down were just
constructs that could be escaped by walking a few miles. Then, as he passed the next
hill, he saw it. The great wall. Rowan had only seen the wall from a distance before
now. From there it seemed so far away, like it was unreachable, as if it wasn't real,
but as he grew closer, the daunting idea of climbing the wall became all too real.
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Gradually the road that encased the inside of the wall came into view. As
well known as the wall itself, the great road was used to transport all the resources
within the walls to where they needed to be. It was viewed as a solution to confining
human life.
“If we can transport all the resources inside the walls around, then we won't
need any more.” That is what the government told all the people. It never made sense
to Rowane, but he accepted it nevertheless.
As Rowane stared at the wall, he began to plot how he could get over it. His
first thought was to tie a lasso in the rope and throw it up towards one of the grooves
on top of the wall. As Rowane stood at the bottom of the wall, trying to throw the
lasso high enough, he began to realize how hopeless this strategy was. He wasn't
even getting half as high as he needed to. After hours of trying, the sky started to spit
drops of water down on Rowane. So Rowane toppled over backwards in a flurry of
defeat, finding himself having all the hopes of scaling the wall crushed.
Carter, in all his innocence, hopped on top of Rowane, pecking at his
cheeks with what only Rowane could understand was love. With that, Rowane stood
back up with a new form of resolve. Carter had reminded him of why he was here
and reminded him of all the people that had lied to him.
“Why am I acting like a pathetic brat?” Rowane yelled at himself.
He threw himself back up on his feet and began to think. Well, if I can't
climb the walls, how else can I get to the other side? Then it hit him like a brick, “I
can go under it!” Rowane screamed in excitement. Rowane ran to the wall and began
to dig. As Rowane dug, his hopes were assured: the wall did not stretch into the
ground. He could simply tunnel under it. After a couple hours, Rowane decided that
it would be much more efficient if he could find a tool to dig with. He scoured
around the wall to at least find a rock or something, but what he did find was far
more helpful then any tool could be.
As he was stumbling along the inside of the wall, he found a bush that just
didn't quite look normal. When he went closer to examine it, he realized that it was a
pile of branches and leaves to cover a tunnel -- The tunnel he could only assume his
father dug! As he began to crawl through the tunnel, he realized that Carter was not
behind him as she usually was, so Rowane scurried his way back and saw Carter
staring at him from the other side of the road. This was strange because when Carter
was not in his coop, it was hard to keep him off Rowane’s heel. Rowane walked over
and picked Carter up, but as he began to carry her across the road, she began to flap
and squeal in protest. Rowane set her down, and she sprinted back to the other side
of the road. Rowane walked back to Carter, picked her up and carried her across the
road and through the tunnel. She balked and flapped, but Rowane ignored her
complaints.
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When he set her down on the other side, it seemed they both couldn't quite
take in the beauty of the world. The lush forest that once was inside the walls, but
was logged to make houses, flourished here. It was amazing, so amazing it made
Rowane wonder if the true intention of the wall was not to protect humans but to
save the rest of the world from them. Wanting to stand there mesmerized by the
beauty forever, Rowane made himself push forward.
“I must find my father,” he proclaimed. But now more than ever, he could
not grasp what he might say to him. Rowane honestly didn't know what to feel:
happy at a chance to see his father again, or rageful at his father for leaving him
without a goodbye. What would Rowane do when he found his father? Embrace him
in love, or scream every last hateful thought he had in the last ten years about him?
No matter what he would do, he knew he must continue searching. He decided that it
would be the safest to stay near the wall, so he set up camp a few hundred meters
away from the wall.
As he scoured through the endless jungle looking for any sign of life, all he
seemed to come across was a few broken branches, which only proved to remind him
of what was said to be beyond the walls. There were supposedly creatures that are
more terrifying than you can imagine, yet with all he was seeing, it seemed so hard
to believe that such ferocious things lurked.
*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
For days, Rowane and Carter rummaged through the forest looking for his
father, but not until the seventh day, when he was on the verge of giving up, did he
finally find him. That day, he decided that he would rest and savor his food and
water. The only time he left the camp was to go to a small stream nearby to refill his
water supplies, but when he got there, he saw someone crouched down near the
stream. He blinked and almost gasped. He turned away and then looked again. The
person was still there. Rowane’s hands started to shake. He was staring at his father.
He couldn't make himself move; it felt as if time stopped; all his words were
gone; he was unable to say anything. Right as Rowane mustered the courage to make
himself mutter a word, they both flinched as they heard a noise of air rushing past
something, the noise you would commonly hear on a windy day, Not a single branch
in the thick forest was so much as quivering. Rowane couldn't tell which came first:
the unsettling sound of flesh being sliced or hearing himself murmur “why?” with a
quivering voice, but either way, in what felt like eternity, but went by faster than he
could speak, he saw his father living and dying for the first time.
Then he met face to face with something that he couldn't begin to explain in
words. Just pure fear. Standing over his father’s dead body was something so
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terrifying, yet all Rowane could do was stare. He wasn't worried. All Rowane felt
was failure, failure that he went so far to accomplish nothing. In his mesmerized
state, out of the corner of his eye he saw Carter waddling up behind him, looking as
ignorant and innocent as he usually does. Right then, he got a sudden reminder of the
situation he was in as the creature leaped toward him scratching at his neck.
As he dodged backwards, he saw its gleaming talons shine in the sun.
Rowane grabbed Carter and sprinted through the jungle. As he pushed through the
brush, he accumulated scratches from the bushes and low branches. He could hear
the beast ravaging through the jungle behind him. Right as his camp came into view,
Rowane took a hard right toward where the tunnel under the wall was. All he had on
his mind was trying to survive. Such a power fear has, the ability to make you forget
all that ties you down. When the wall came into view in front of him, he began to
search for the tunnel like a hawk searching out its prey. When his eyes met the fake
bush that covered the tunnel, his foot slipped into a hole, twisting his ankle. He fell
to the ground.
The chicken flew out of his arms and into the air. He rolled over so his back
was to the ground; he saw the beast jump over his body and grasped Carter in his
dark maw. As the beast spun and spit out Carter, Rowane realized it did not hunt for
food or hide. It hunted for the pleasure of killing. Rowane’s fear was replaced by
rage. He scrambled to his feet, looking at the beast dead in its eyes like two deep
dark ponds filled with a black darker than the night sky. As Rowane widened his
stance and bent his knees, he and the beast began to run at each other. As they grew
nearer to each other, Rowane remembered what Terren said to him.
“Think before you act.” The voice echoed through Rowane’s head.
He began to remember what was back in the village. “My sister…. She's all
alone.” Rowane snapped back from his thoughts to the frightening realization that he
was barely ten feet away from something that would tear him to shreds without a
second thought.
“I can't die now,” Rowane called out.
He leaped in front of the beast, landing one foot on its head firmly. The
black fog that engulfed the creature spread onto his foot and leg. It felt like flaming
needles tearing through his leg. He pushed off, but the fog remained on his leg, still
stinging as before. Only a couple feet away lay the tunnel that separated the two
worlds. One with the horrors of humans, and one with the horrors of nature. Rowane
could not fly, could not run, and could not walk, so he crawled, using the last ounce
of strength in him to grasp at the grass pulling himself towards the tunnel.
He could hear the beast turning around. He felt its glare in his back. He
knew it was seconds till it would pounce. He felt the edge of the tunnel and pulled,
pulled with all his strength, thinking not of his father, not of Carter, not of what was
lost; he was thinking of what was still there for his sister, the village, Terren.
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“I CAN'T DIE LIKE MY FATHER! I CAN'T LEAVE LILY LIKE HE
LEFT ME. I HAVE TO KEEP GOING!” Rowane screamed.
Then, the thud of him landing in the tunnel. He saw the creature clawing at
the entrance, but it was too big to fit through. He laid there for a long time until his
breathing slowed. He dragged himself to the side of the road and waited for a
carriage to come by since he couldn't walk home. His leg was mangled by the curse
from the creature, and on the other leg, his ankle hung loosely without a splint to
support it.
The drivers of the first couple carriages that passed by said they weren't
going to that village. Some of them spared some food and water, but not until late at
night did he get a ride back to the village. When he was carried back into his house
by the kind people who ran the carriage, his sister broke out in tears, hugging
Rowane. People asked Rowane what happened, but he could not explain. Seeing his
dad, losing Carter, and finally knowing what was out there had made Rowane’s walls
crumble. He was no longer abandoned, he was free.
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Fable
By: Lukas Leonard

In the recent past, one fact had become intensely, increasingly obvious to
Tango the Parrot: he was not going to fall asleep. He would really love to, as that
was when he got his best rest, but it just wasn’t happening. He laid there, on his bed,
staring into the stars. The stars fascinated him. There were thousands of them, each
particularly unique. He wished he could fly into the night sky and personally inspect
each and every one of them. Curiosity filled his chest and his mind, making it
impossible for him to turn away. It was as if a parasite had crawled into his mind,
keeping his drifting thoughts solely on the wonders of the outside world. Maybe
that's why he couldn’t fall asleep.
He had lots of interests like this. He wanted to become a pirate sailing the
high seas, exploring the deepest depth of the ocean. He wanted to explore the great
forests he heard of in stories; he wanted to climb the tallest mountain, delve into the
deepest valley.
Aspirations like this were not, of course, common on the island.
The island was not full of adventurers and dreamers, but of many people
who were quite
satisfied with where they were. His whole life, he had hid his curious mind from
other islanders: they simply didn't understand him. He wanted to see new things,
have new experiences. He heard the tales of the gruesome humans, people who were
as jagged and unapproachable as a sharpened dagger. He was warned of the
unpredictability of the outside world, how civilizations fell as easily as trees due to
earthquakes and tsunamis.
But quite simply, he didn’t care. One day, he was going to fly away into
human lands and become an airline pilot (a strange profession for someone of his
avian nature).
Finally, admitting defeat, he got out of bed and started walking down the
circular stairs in the corner of his room. Looking outside, he predicted the sun to be
rising into the sky soon. He decided that he would fly onto the mountain and see if
his friend, Toothbrush the Panda was up. (He doubted this; she normally dozed off
into the late afternoon.)
Tango set off for the great mesa, his wings singing through the air. He’d
been flying since he was four-months-old and had gotten quite good. He went over
the forests and the beaches, the streams and the rivers. He had seen these places a
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thousand times, and after a while, they started to become less beautiful. Once you
have experienced something for long enough, you start to become cynical. You start
noticing and pointing out flaws in what was once exciting or new. Tango was bored
of the island. It was not exciting or new anymore. It was boring. Unnamed and
unrenowned. And when Tango got bored, he looked for something else. Something
else was across the sea.
Finally, he reached the top of the mountain, where Toothbrush peacefully
slept. Tango had been friends with Toothbrush for a while, ever since they were kids.
To him, they seemed like opposites. Toothbrush was anxious and apprehensive,
while Tango was loudmouthed and outgoing. They trusted each other, though.
Toothbrush was the only person Tango had ever told about his decision to leave,
even though she didn’t seem to understand his reasoning.
Tango landed on a leafless tree near his friend, deciding not to awaken him.
He knew that if he did, there would be a whole ordeal of complaining and
explaining, and so he thought it best to simply wait for him to rouse. He decided to
wait longer…. Longer…. Finally, as daytime creeped ominously close, he got
impatient.
He snuck over to where the bear peacefully hibernated and lightly poked
her. Still, the low, rhythmic huffs of breath continued. Restless now, the small parrot
walked to its far bigger counterpart and squawked loudly into her ear. At last, her
eyes fluttered open and she began to rise to her paws. Satisfied, he floated back to his
perch.
“What was that for?” Toothbrush yawned.
“You were asleep for way too long. The day is for living. Let's go pick
berries.” Tango quickly replied.
“We might as well.”
Collecting berries was quite a profitable venture. Everybody on the island
needed food, and berries were a very popular choice (they were rare, high in protein,
and quite tasty). Tango and Toothbrush had been picking berries for a very long
time, ever since they first started being friends. They knew all of the best spots, each
of them farther than the one before. This was going to take all day.
As they walked through the morning air, Tango and Toothbrush talked
about what they always talked about: pretty much nothing. This wasn’t a sign of a
burgeoning friendship, but a sign of the fact that, quite simply, there never was
something that needed to be talked about. Nothing new ever happened, to anybody,
anywhere.
As the sun moved higher (and then lower) through the sky they moved from
spot to spot, their wicker baskets gradually filling up more and more with the cherryred berries. Eventually, in the late afternoon when the sun aggravated their eyes and
baked their fur, they reached the final destination.
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“We should probably head back. These are gonna last us weeks.”
Toothbrush sighed. “Besides, it’s getting dark.”
“Sure,” Tango muttered, obviously distracted.
“Don’t tell me you’re thinking about it again. You can’t just up and leave.”
“I can, and I’m going to.” And Tango left before he could hear
Toothbrush’s objections.
Toothbrush awoke to a cacophonous squawk in her ear. One out of four
times, this is how she woke up. Tango often complained about how long she slept
for, and how unenthusiastic she often was about their antics. Of course, Toothbrush
used to resent Tango. She thought of him as too excitable, too eager. As time passed,
however, Toothbrush felt a different emotion about Tango: envy. Toothbrush envied
Tango’s sense of self importance, his fearlessness, and his confidence. As time
passed, Toothbrush learned to enjoy the company of this pompous idiot they became
quick friends.
Now, as always, Tango was waking Toothbrush for some other random
reason: they needed to pick berries. Toothbrush was okay with this. She was satisfied
by the simple things in life. She would love to sleep and pick berries for the rest of
her life, but others had different ideas.
Tango used to casually mention his dreams and aspirations, but in recent
days it had become far more prevalent. He seemed to be always daydreaming,
talking about everything he was going to do in the human lands, about his unending
boredom with the repetitiveness of his chores on the island.
She thought a lot about this. She knew that without Tango, life would be a
thousand times less enjoyable, but she also knew that there was no point in arguing
with Tango, no possible way to change his mind. Tango knew how to argue, and
Toothbrush stood no chance. She might as well enjoy the rest of the time with him
she had, quietly objecting to his grand ideas of exploration.
After Tango abandoned her for departure, Toothbrush took her time. She
knew that he wouldn’t be leaving until night, so that the sun didn’t burn his skin. She
also hoped that, deep down, Tango would find it hard to up and abandon his life
here. And so she walked slowly, past the deep jungles and the rocky slopes, past the
slow swamps and the running waters.
On the way, Toothbrush had psyched herself up, ready to face down and
argue with Tango, to give him a piece of her mind. Nonetheless when she arrived,
and found him simply watching the crashing waves, she realized that she would
never be able to. Words were pointless, and the only thing to do was to let him go.
Tango was going to leave regardless, and there was nothing she could do about it.
This was strangely reassuring for her, a final, unchangeable outcome.
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She was right. Tango left, gently flapping his wings into the night sky,
steadily gaining altitude. The moon came from its cover behind the clouds, reflecting
perfectly on the calm ocean water. Toothbrush didn’t leave the shore for a long time.
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Costa Rica Raccoons
By: Eero Vernallis

In a time long ago, otherwise known as May of 1998, in a land far away,
our story unfolds on an island off the coast of Costa Rica. Deep in an unknown
rainforest, a female raccoon is giving birth to a small pack of kits. Next to her is her
mate, Jorg. Jorg was one of the larger raccoons in the area, maybe 18 pounds. You
could tell that he has h[ad a hard life because he has scars all over his body. From
face scars to tail scars, some deep, some small. His fur was unusual yet beautiful, a
mix of gray-orange, with hints of red.
Jorg’s mate, Criste, was a lot smaller than Jorg and, her fur was regular
black and gray. Unlike Jorg, she had no scars anywhere on her, and she had been
alive for around one to one and a half years. Even though she was just an ordinary
raccoon, to Jorg she was the most beautiful raccoon he had ever seen. So beautiful
that they had a previous litter of kits just last year. The litter consisted of two kits,
one a female, and one a male. Both had fur like their mother, and both were average
sizes. The male was named Uper, and the female was named Fritz.
Contrary to popular belief raccoons have their own language, many
different tribes have different ways to speak; Jorg’s family spoke an old forgotten
human language called Tquaqe. Most raccoons speak this language on the islands of
Costa Rica; think of it as a common language. Since raccoons were able to
communicate with each other, early generations of tribal raccoons began making
progress toward intelligence, such as stone tools, agriculture, religion, and starting to
make small villages.
Sadly, most of these early-intelligent raccoons got killed off by tigers,
bears, and the more intelligent humans. Now only descendants of the great raccoon’s
rummage through the forests with most having close to no intelligence at all. But,
there are rumors of intelligent raccoons all throughout Costa Rica.
It seemed Jorg had some of that intelligence, because he wouldn't sleep out
in the open as other raccoons did. Instead, he found a hollowed-out tree and started
adding decorations and furniture. Inside there were multiple beds made out of leaves,
and a water hole with rocks holding in the water. To keep the hollowed-out tree lit
up, there are small lamps made out of soda cans and animal fat -- Even a rock circle
campfire. There was a singular entrance that was a medium-sized hole, big enough
for a raccoon, not big enough for predators.
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Back to Criste and her labor situation, she had given birth to one of the kits
but there are still more kits coming.
“Arghhhhh!” screamed Criste, still laboring.
“Why does it hurt so much Jorg?!”
“Don't ask me; I haven't done this before. But it will be over soon,” Says
Jorg trying to console his mate.
Jorg was right; only 50 minutes later it was done. Criste had been in labor
for a total of 3 hours. Currently, she has passed out from exhaustion. Two kits had
been born; the first one was named Cold for her cold black eyes. Cold was below
average with her weight being about 75 grams. Her eyes and ears were closed; she
was practically sleeping, as a newborn kit should. Her fur was like her mother's and
siblings’, gray and black. The second kit was named Yoa because Yoa means
“different” in Tquaqe. His name fit because he was about half a pound in weight, or
in other words 200 grams. His fur was also different; instead of it being like his
sibling’s or mother’s, it was like his father’s, with a beautiful red and orange swirl.
“Dad he has your fur!” exclaims Uper in disbelief. Jorg is stunned to see his
son with fur just like his. At first glance, you may think Yoa had been alive for
weeks, if not months. He immediately opened his eyes and his ears flopped open.
“What the heck?“ Fritz says surprised. “His eyes shouldn't be open for a
couple more weeks, right Dad?”
“Y-yeah, that's weird. I need to step outside for a little bit,” says Jorg as he
scurries outside.
The wind outside is violent and freezing; Jorg was not cold, nevertheless, he
got the chills. “It's finally happening, the prophecy was correct,” mumbled Jorg to
himself. “And to think that I thought I was one of the last ones. Guess I was wrong,
haha. Now it's time to rai-,” Jorg cuts off as he hears something in the distance.
“Hello?” Jorg yells out with a tremble in his voice. “Is someone there?!”
Jorg can sense movement in the surrounding area.
“Maybe it's just a squirrel,” says Jorg, trying to convince himself. There are
multiple bushes and ferns rustling in the area around Jorg, but he cannot tell if it's
just wind or if something is there.
Back inside the hollowed-out tree trunk, Yoa had started crawling just
moments after being born; he hadn’t even been fed yet, while Criste and Cold had
both passed out from exhaustion. His older siblings started to figure out why their
new sibling was so active already.
“I don’t like his fur; it’s too colorful,” says Uper with suspicion, as he
watches his new sibling crawl around.
“I like it personally. I had always hoped I had Dad’s fur,” argues Fritz back
to her sibling.
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“But isn’t it strange how active he is? I mean he’s walking around five
minutes after being born; that isn’t normal,” says Uper.
“Well,” Fritz pauses. “Yes, I suppose that is strange but there must be a
reasonable explanation for it.”
“If you have an explanation, I’d love to hear it,” asks Uper.
“I don’t know why, but we should ask dad if he knows,” says Fritz as she
watches her new younger brother walk around after just being born.
Outside, the wind was so violent and angry during the cold night that it was
practically impossible to figure out if you were being watched, except for the fact
that when Joa sensed danger the hairs on his back would spike up, and now they
were as spiky as a hedgehog. In Joa’s life, he had fought many things, with his first
thing being his own sibling’s back when he was just a cub.
Although his siblings were older, larger, and more athletic, he would
almost always win against them, why you may ask? Jorg was fast. He used this speed
to hunt many animals, from rodents to young crocodiles. Fighting these animals
made the hairs on his back go up, but not nearly as much as what was in the bushes.
Whatever was in the bushes was big, really big.
Out of the corner of Jorg’s eye, he could see a big black mass approaching
him from the right. It was a bear, not a normal bear, a massive bear. Imagine if two
bears combined into one big bear, then that would be this bear. His fur was bloody
and the darkest black Jorg had ever seen. So dark that except for his white eyes, and
blood on his fur, he was invisible. It was more than 10 times Jorge's size and almost
as big as the hollowed-out tree trunk.
The bear had more scars than Jorg could even imagine having on one body.
The bear's eyes had a deep cut inside them; both eyes were a blank white. Even
though the bear was only ten feet in front of Jorg, the bear couldn't see him, but he
could smell him.
“Damn, this is bad,” Jorg whispers to himself.
Quickly, he thought of two options. One, run away and save himself. Two,
fight the bear and potentially save his family but likely die trying. Both options had
risks he didn’t want to take. If Jorg could, he would want to think about these options
for hours. He didn’t have hours, more like seconds. With the scent of newborn
animals in the air, the bear kept getting closer and closer. With each step the bear
took forward, Jorg took one step backward. Jorg was only a few steps away from his
makeshift house when the bear got a good whiff of baby raccoon and pounced. With
great speed the bear jumped forward and slammed into the tree, making it tremble
and shake. Jorg runs for the opening of the tree trunk, which was about ten feet in
front of the bear. Jorg makes it to right in front of the entrance; it is being blocked by
the bear's massive legs.
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Jorg knows his best option is to wait until the bear moves, yet he makes an
irrational decision, biting the bear's lower calf. Jorg with his sharp teeth makes a
deep cut, but the bear does not make any sound. Instead, he shakes his leg with such
force that Jorg flies a few feet away; Jorg lands on a sharp rock outside, making his
shoulder bleed slightly. Just this little bit of blood is enough for the bear to pick up
Jorg’s scent; now Jorg is truly terrified. The bear turns his head with a sinister look,
for a bear at least. Jorg takes this chance to run for the entrance. Fueled with
adrenaline, Jorg sprints with all fours running right past the bear's foot, which was
blocking the door. But just as Jorg felt the warmth from inside his house, the bear
moved his leg more in front of the entrance. Jorg, who was going so fast, slams
directly into the bear's leg just as fast; Jorg can feel blood coming from his head.
Dazed and confused, Jorg stumbles toward the light, when he suddenly gets pulled
into the house.
“Dad, your bleeding! What happened?” asks Uper as he pulls his bloody father next
to him.
“Everyone be quiet,” Jorg whispers to his family. “There's a bear, a big
bear, bigger than I've ever seen before,” Jorg says with a worried look on his face.
“What?!” yelps Fritz. “Quiet down! I believe the bear is blind but has an
excellent sense of hearing,” Jorg says.
“Get away from the entrance right now,” Jorg says cautiously.
Both siblings step away from the entrance, except for Yoa, who is curious
about what's outside of this strange building he’s in. He slowly crawls toward the
entrance, getting about two feet from the entrance before his father pulls him aside.
Strangely, the bear had gone silent, no steps, no breathing, no smell of blood -almost as if the bear had disappeared.
“Maybe because we were so quiet, it left?” asks Fritz.
“Yeah, I think so-” Jorg gets interrupted by loud booms on the ground, making it
shake. Then all of the sudden there's a big crash. Joa looks behind him to see that the
bear had crashed through the tree trunk.
No one makes a sound, not Jorg, not the siblings, not even the bear. The
only sound was the bear's deep, scary breathing. With all the commotion. Cold had
woken up.
“AHHHH!” Screams, the infant after being woken up.
Instantly, the bear rushes toward the infant and her mother and jumps on top
of them both, crushing them to death.
“MOM!” screams Uper.
The bear instantly runs at Uper. Unlike his mother and new sibling, Uper
was faster and more awake. He ducked before the bear could get to him.
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The bear crashes into another side of the tree trunk house, getting stuck.
Uper seizing the opportunity to strike, pounces on the stuck bear, sinking his teeth
into its giant legs. Fritz joins him, scratching and biting all around the bear's legs.
“ROARRRR,” screams the bear in agony.
Jorg, terrified from seeing his wife, and newborn die just a few feet in front
of him, is frozen in fear with Yoa in his arms.
“Ewww his blood tastes terrible,” says Fritz, disgusted as she spits out the
bear's blood. “Keep biting his legs; he won't be able to walk!” says Uper to Fritz.
As the siblings have their teeth inside the bear's leg, the bear gets free, and
falls backward onto the siblings, crushing Uper, and breaking Fritz’s legs.
“AHHHH, DAD HELP!” screams Fritz to her father.
It was too late though, as she said the last word, the bear had already turned
around and was facing Fritz. The bear sinks his sharp teeth into Fritz, throwing her
up into the air. Fritz falls into the bear's mouth and gets swallowed in one bite. Jorg
is frozen in sadness, fear, pain, and grief. What was once a happy family of six
turned into a family of two in minutes.
“I’m gonna kill you goddamnit,” whispered Jorg to himself. Jorg puts Yoa
down on the ground and starts speaking to himself.
“ঢঘগবঽন ” Yells Jorg at the bear.
Suddenly, Jorg explodes into a colorful mess of feathers and fur. In the middle of
these feathers looks like a large tiger. This tiger had the same color fur as Jorg. In
fact, the tiger had the same scars as Jorg. The tiger launches itself at the bear, biting
and scratching its fur. Yoa, (who is terrified of everything he is experiencing), starts
to crawl away from the fight.
“Run my child! Continue the prophecy!” yells the tiger to the young
raccoon crawling away.
Yoa looks at the cold, dark, windy forest and the bloodbath he could’ve
once called his home. Multiple tears go down Yoa’s furry cheeks.
Both the bear and the tiger have many deep cuts on both of their bodies
from each other's attacks. The tiger, who is gravely tired, stops for a few seconds to
catch his breath. Unfortunately, a few seconds is all the bear needs to strike. The bear
lunges at the tiger's neck; but as soon as the bear moves, the tiger mutters some
words in the same language Jorg did moments ago.
“ঢঘগ.” Then as the tiger muttered the last word, it turned into a turtle.
The bear's teeth crashed into the turtle's hard shell, shattering them.
“ROOOOOARRR!” screams the bear writhing in pain.
Yoa, a step or two away from entering the dark forest, looks at the massacre
behind him. He turned and ran into the thick forest while roars and screeches unfold
just feet away. Yoa had started his life with the ending of most of his family's lives.
He does not understand what has happened to his family. All he knows is that he is
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alone, cold, hungry, and terrified. With these series of devastating deaths of his
family members while trying to protect Yoa; he had learned the most important
lesson of all, that family comes first.
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A Child’s Dream
By: Nicole Carmona

Dreams? A truly pitiful thing, as they serve as nothing more than a bitter
reminder. A cruel laugh leaves her pink chapped lips, the hot air is replaced by a
cooler harsher one. After all, what has dreaming ever done? When you wake up, the
dreams are gone, and that taste lingers forever on the tip of your tongue, but just as
you get a chance, it dissolves, just as the others did. She never did like talking about
dreams. It brought out a twisted nasty emotion she so desperately wanted to hide.
Everything around her was too much from the cars to the sun even the sound of the
air was suffocating.
Hours had passed. Her body still walked with only one goal in mind: a
haven. The soft breeze eased the never-ending thoughts, but it did not eliminate
them, it simply pushed them away. A temporary fix of sorts. Her shoes were far from
comfortable as the tall heel only hurt her ankles and each step became more
unbearable than the last. The more she walked the more the heel dug deeply into the
back of her foot. Blood pouring from the wounds made the shoes slip deeper. Yet she
pushed through the pain; in truth, the physical pain helped remind her she was real.
The sun was setting slowly, but beautifully. The sight was breathtaking; the mixes of
blues, yellows, oranges, pinks, and cloudy whites were something she could never
quite hold on to or remember. Each day it was different and each day she
experienced that warm one of a kind feeling all over again as if it was the first time.
The image of the setting sun reflected onto the mild dark blue waves as the sand
stood still even against the harsh cold wind. That salty ocean air smell flooded in. It
was everything. This was her haven.
Once again, she took a step forward but this time her heel sank into the
mushy dry sand. Gently, but at the same time impatiently, she slipped out of the tight
black heels, her feet softly melting into the cold sand as a sigh of relief escaped. Her
eyes closed. Her breathing was heavy, her suit sweaty, her body ached and cried for
even the slightest relief. Still, she stood unmoving, ignoring the cries. She had let her
long black hair, which was always neatly up, down, flowing in every which way with
the wind. She was a mess, but here it didn’t matter. Her eyes opened. Her rough
hands picked the shoes off the ground, tucking the heels into the side of her bag.
Like she had done before, she continued, the sand sticking to the blood. After hard
days she liked to come here. The beach. There were other beaches around, but this
one was different. This beach wasn’t some special one-of-a-kind beach, in fact it was
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run down. Even the sand wasn’t all that good. It was too cold to swim or do anything
else, the waves were too strong for many. The few people who came to the beach
kept to themselves. Yet in her eyes, it was the most perfectly imperfect place to exist.
She chose a spot far from the shore, but close enough to get a good view.
Her impeccably clean suit jacket came off, acting as a blanket under her. Her purse
was still clutched tightly in her hands. The purse itself was nothing, but what was
inside held the being she was together. With shaking hands, she pulled the silver
zipper open. The metal was colder than the air around her. The black purse held a
small matching wallet, along with an old picture tucked in a hidden pocket, a lighter,
and a half empty pack of cigarettes. Her hands dived in snatching the pack of
cigarettes and the red lighter. Her one true love. Lucky Strike. The brand she grew to
love more than her own family. The brand that would bring her the early death she
waited for. The box was white and smooth, the famous Lucky Strike logo in the
middle with a big neon orange warning at the bottom of the box. Smoking kills. She
always read the bottom warning even though each time it was the same. It was
killing her. A bitter laugh escaped. “What did it matter?”. She had no one left to care
for.
Her fingers moved to open the box, pushing one up. It stood tall, the yellow
filter tip much higher than the rest, her head leaned down to meet the tip to her
mouth. The smell wasn’t strong, but maybe that was just the years of smoking
talking. It smelled faintly of tobacco along with a soft underlying scent. Her teeth
carefully took the cigarette filter. Her right hand worked on putting the box back into
the purse while the other brought the lighter to her cigarette. Her now free right hand
blocked off the wind, her left pushed down on the wheel. She started to inhale,
working with the lighter. After a few antagonizing long seconds, the smoke started to
come in. The mix of tobacco and a minty menthol- like flavor filled her mouth, then
her throat, her nose, it was everywhere. Still it was too little. A couple more seconds
passed. Her pointer and middle finger took the cigarette in between the two. After a
long inhale she held the smoke, easing the cigarette out of her mouth. A couple more
seconds passed before she exhaled the smoke, moving her head to the side. The
smoke moved with the wind, creating a wispy flow before being blown away
completely. The shaking continued, when did it ever stop? Bringing the filter back to
her lips she inhaled, again. When did this all start?
She held the air. The question was stupid; she knew exactly when it started.
The day she was born, as it was her fault from that day on. Her father’s favorite thing
was a smooth black belt; her mother’s was her own hand. They treasured both
deeply. They never really needed much of a reason from just talking back to giving
a defiant look; that was more than enough. Unlike her mother, her father never
showed remorse. After all, she made him do it; it was her fault. Her mother, on the
other hand, acted as if it never happened. As if she had made it all up, but her
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mother’s hand would meet her face again and again, so many times she lost count.
Or maybe she just lost the part that cared. On the off chance she was acknowledged,
Her mother’s face would contort into a face of horror and fear. The tears followed
soon after, and her mother’s quivering lips would move to form excuses as she
moved towards her wrapping cold shaking arms around her. The “I love you” and
“you made me do it” would be repeated for hours followed by “I didn’t do it” but
never once did her mother apologize. Her almost doll-like 10 year old body would
stay frozen unable to move. Maybe it was fear, or some messed up response to being
overwhelmed. Whatever it may have always overtook her and she was too tired to
fight. Even in that state she could feel it all from the itch and burn the slap left to her
mother’s wet warm tears on her shoulders. Her mother’s wails were painfully
unhuman. They never stopped. A monster, begging for forgiveness most called it but
for her it was a broken mother desperately trying to fix what she had broken. Unlike
her mother she wasn’t allowed to cry out and running was never an option. If she
ran, not only would she get it worse, but for each minute she ran, the more she had to
take. I was forced to be something I never wanted to be. That was the sickening truth
of her childhood. A childhood she never had, the good memories replaced with
horrible ones. Even her own mind eventually shut down, unable to process the neverending pit.
If only it stopped at that. It never did. It was a never-ending cycle of days
with pain and heartbreak as the once innocent heart learned the cruel evil truth of the
world she used to love so dearly. Her father’s words and her mother’s cries kept her
awake every night. Her siblings, much younger, watched in horror; sometimes they
would cry; They even tried to help her: other times they would stare blankly until
one day they too had given up, completely turning into a distant shell of people
trapped in their own world. It was a world they created for their own sanity. That
world would crumble soon and they too would turn as violent as her parents,
throwing, hitting, threatening and killing anything that hurt them. Even themselves.
Not that she blamed them; she understood it all too well. The pain. The anger. The
sadness. The hopelessness. The madness. She could never blame a child who never
stood a chance against the world. The world disgusted her along with the god who
was supposed to save her. Her father was never emotional, while her mother was too
emotional. They took their anger out on others, like their children. It wasn’t always
physical; most of the time it was psychological. At times it was even both.
Unknowingly, her parents played games; the same games they grew up with. The
games their parents used on their young minds. It wasn’t their fault they ended up the
way they did. They were never taught to love. How could someone teach something
they themselves had never been taught? That’s why I can’t blame them. The most
depressing thing was the amount of times she would scream at the sky for anyone
and anything to help her hold on for just a second longer, she would find her praying
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to the god she despised. Begging, And when all else failed she would ask why, what
could she have done to deserve this.
She exhaled, the smoke, once again, taking a new form. The horrible thing
was that it never fully left. Even now her nights were filled with vivid nightmares of
past memories; she couldn’t even scream out or wake up. Even with all of that, the
nights were the least of her worries. The days were worse. She could hear their
words and screams; even their tormenting cries. As if they were right there with me.
Their very footsteps followed her; her mother’s begs, her father’s eyes, her siblings’
cries for a better life. They never stopped. Even now she could hear them around her.
She inhaled again much longer. The warm smoke flowing in. This cigarette was the
only thing holding her together, but it wouldn’t help forever. Their voices were
growing louder and closer. Her eyes had begun to blur and burn. It hurt. It was too
loud. they aren’t real. Her mind reassured her but they felt so real. At this point it
was too late to be able to calm down and she understood what would come next. She
tried suppressing the feeling telling herself they were gone, but it did nothing. An
insufferable round of choked sobs poured out of her lips. Tears fell as her mother’s
voice engulfed her: “You made me do it.” The first one came like a ghost around her
left ear: “please stop making me do this.” The next one followed: “I love you,” she
screamed in agony “you understand, don’t you?” her mother’s sweet voice begged.
She threw the cigarette to the ground next to her in a desperate attempt to make it
stop, placing both her shaky hands over her ears as more tears fell down into her lap.
Please stop it. Her breathing became more and more uneven and shorter. Her hands
went ice cold and numb, her feet followed and before she knew it, her face started to
tingle. Breathe. Please, just breathe. She prayed to every God there could possibly
be for another chance, a chance to breathe. It’s not real. None of this is real. It
seemed to be hours later when her breathing returned, and her loud cries were
reduced to nothing but tears. The sunset was gone; everything around her was pitch
black and only the distant lights of the pier could be seen now. The sound of the
waves was clearer than ever.
She allowed herself to lay back; she couldn’t move. Her legs were dead, and
her body was drained. The noises were still around, but much quieter. Surprisingly,
The tears had not stopped as her mouth smiled an empty soul-crushing smile.
Everyone speaks of the horrors a child endures but no one ever talks about the effects
and the years of torment that follow long after they escape, or for the unlucky some
they never escape. Sure you can remove them from the home and put them into
therapy but children who grow up in an environment as cruel as this one truly believe
everything they were taught. Their view is tainted and years of constant
brainwashing will not be erased with such simple methods. The child will continue
to suffer its mind stuck trying to understand this “new” world just as hers did. It will
take years to undo all that has been done, Many will not survive, unable to handle the
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truth and awareness. Some will take the easier way out, falling into addictions and
relationships that remind them of the small comfort they once had as children. They
will spend their last moments searching for an unattainable feeling of euphoria or
love. An uncontrollable wave of hollow laughter trickled out of her sore throat. Her
stomach was twisting and tightening in excruciating ways . Love, was a hideous joke
sent from the heavens above. Euphoria on the other hand was a delicious fruit sent
by the garden of the damned.
With what little strength she had left, she lifted her arm, reaching over for
her trusty lighter and pack. Bringing and lighting another cigarette. Her lips held the
tip in place as she inhaled the toxic smoke. Holding. Exhaling. Repeating. Until her
mind drifted far away. Dreams? My only dream is that in the future, no child will
ever have to face a childhood like my own or the effects such a life brings. Not in my
school, not my community, not my state, not anywhere. But a dream is just a dream.
Unless actions are taken, it will always be nothing more than a useless dream.
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One Small Change
By: Danny Wainwright

Sunny days seemed to be growing more popular as we headed into summer.
Today was also sunny, like the day before, mind the few clouds scattered about in
the sky. The sun laid a blanket of heat over my body, causing me to sweat a little but
I didn’t pay much attention to the sensation. Instead, I was more focused on what I
had planned for the day. The summer breeze danced itself through my long hair,
twisting it and twirling it in some way as if it was jealous of the gold color I was
gifted at birth. Many people had expressed to me throughout my life just how pretty
they thought my hair was; Even my best friend, Leila, who I was walking with now.
The bell had just rung a few minutes ago and we were exiting from the gates at the
front of the school. “You excited?” Leila asked me. I nodded, a sliver of a smile
crawling across my lips to hide how nervous I really was. I was excited, yes, but also
scared.
I was pulled from my train of thought when my sister’s car pulled out in
front of us in the school parking lot. Had we already walked that far? I must have
been lost in my own head longer than I thought. Leila opened the back door while I
got into the front passenger seat. I tucked my hair behind my ear, tossing my
backpack between my ankles on the floorboard. My sister had begun saying
something to Leila, commenting on her new hair color, when I butted in.
“How short are you gonna cut it?”
My sister looked at me, then down at her long, brown hair. I almost couldn’t
believe she agreed to this, but I was grateful. Her hair reached down to her mid back
and it was similar to my own hair only it was a chestnut brown rather than gold;
She’d been growing it out for two years.
“Pretty short.” She replied, motioning for me to buckle. I strapped the
seatbelt over myself as my sister turned the car around and we left.
It felt like time was moving so slow. Something so simple, a thing most
people wouldn’t think twice about, yet I felt as if my heart would beat out of my
chest. The clock seemed to tick slower than it should have and my palms were slick
with sweat.
I hadn’t told my mother. That was one of the reasons my sister decided to
join me, the other being that I was too nervous to do it by myself. She knew this was
something I had wanted for longer than I could remember and she had opened the
door for an opportunity to get it, only I didn’t know if my mom would exactly be
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happy with it. So my sister had proposed the idea of joining me, just in case our mom
didn’t like it we’d be in the same boat together.
I withdrew from my thoughts. The clock had resumed and I opened the car
door, shifting my backpack to the side to get out and stand on the pavement.
I stared at the tall glass windows illuminated by the summer sun. In some
way, it made everything seem a little less scary by the appearance of the white
cursive print painted onto the glass that read the word ‘Salon.’
Leila nudged me, encouraging me to walk inside. I shut the car door and
moved on forward to make my way to the front door with her and my sister close
behind. We entered the salon and my sister went to the front desk while Leila and I
walked past them to meet the salon lady in the back. I went to the same chair I had
sat in many times before.
When I sat down I did my best to relax in the chair and looked in the mirror,
now noticing the hairstylist walking in my direction behind me. Right on time. She
approached me and asked me the usual question while she placed the hair catcher
over me and buttoned it over the back of my neck.
“What are we doing today?”
I didn’t take any time to retrieve my phone from my pocket and show her a
reference picture.
“I wanna go short, like that.” I said, holding the picture up to her. She took
a moment with a confused look on her face, almost as if she’d never heard of
someone wanting to cut their hair short. But, after a moment, her face lightened and
her mouth curled into a sweet smile as she nodded. She understood. I slipped my
phone back into my pocket, allowing myself to settle into the chair as comfortably as
I could and let her get to work.
She turned the chair away from the mirror and I was now looking over at
Leila who sat across from me in another chair. I couldn’t see myself anymore. I
couldn’t see what the hair stylist was doing.
Leila seemed as excited as I was. She was happy for me. That was what I
had needed for so long. I’d spent a lifetime trying to please those around me who
took it upon themselves to be jealous of a physical attribute I had no control over; At
least, I never thought I had any control. A few times in my past I had mentioned to
my peers and some family members that I wanted to cut my hair short, but all I got in
return was shame for not appreciating something most people wished they had. As if
it was my fault. Even still, I felt guilty.
That changed though when I had confided in Leila about my want for short
hair and instead of tearing me down, she was happy for me. She and my sister
celebrated me instead of putting me down. I’d never thought it’d be so simple, but
they broke a cycle that I didn’t realize had existed.
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Leila and I had been conversating about our plans for the next day when she
looked up behind me at something the salon lady was holding. She smiled, “Everyone
is gonna be shocked when you come to school tomorrow,” She said, before I then
heard the quiet buzzing of the shaver behind me. I sat, my body lying in wait as I felt
my hair slowly begin to fall against my neck. There was no turning back now.
Leila pulled her phone out of her pocket and held it up towards me to take a
picture. I smiled and held up a peace sign as she snapped a memory of this moment
in time.
I thought of what I would look like. I wondered if I would look good with
my short hair. I let out a breath of air when the buzzing finally stopped. The stylist
took out a pair of scissors and began cutting and fixing my bangs. A few minutes
passed by before she stepped back, letting me know she was done. I looked up to
Leila where she was now standing. We were done already?
I noticed the look on her face and couldn’t contain my smile any longer,
“How does it look?” I asked.
“It looks so good.” She replied.
The lady walked behind my chair. I held my breath, feeling as though my
whole world was spinning as she spun the chair around. I felt my heart beating again
when my reflection came into view. That was when everything stopped. My long
hair was gone and was now replaced with short bangs. I stared, in that moment that
was all I could do.
I finally recognized the boy staring back at me.
My smile grew wider, “I love it.” I said. I reached up and messed with it,
flipping it side to side and running my fingers through its short length as if I was
making sure it was real.
“You look great.” I heard my sister’s voice say from behind me. I whipped
around, my eyes immediately looking up at her hair. It was short, like mine. Like she
said it would be.
I jumped up from my seat and hugged her, feeling her arms wrap around me. I was
overwhelmed with a sense of joy. One small thing had changed my life forever.
Just a moment later I pulled away from the hug when the salon lady spoke
again, “Your mom’s outside waiting. Nervousness washed over me again and I
looked over at my sister. She urged me forward. I allowed my feet to carry me to the
other end of the salon with Leila following. I pushed the door open and stepped
outside, glancing to my right where I saw my mother’s red suburban. I let out
another breath and carried on, walking to the passenger side of the car and tapping
on the window.
She looked up from her phone where she’d been reading, her eyes locking
onto me. Her face shaped into a look of surprise as she rolled down the window, her
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mouth wide open, “Oh my gosh, you chopped it all off.” She exclaimed, opening the
driver side door and getting out to walk around the car to me. I looked at her,
nervously waiting for whatever she had to say.
She reached her hand out to mess with my hair while she looked over at my
sister. “You too?” She said, surprise still scratching at her throat.
I brushed her hand away, “Do you like it?” I asked.
I tried my best to remain calm, my hands fidgeting with the hem of my
sleeve. She thought for a moment before smiling softly, “It’s a little short for my
liking, but I won’t melt.” She said, “I do think it suits you.” She added, messing with
my hair one last time before dropping her hand back to her side.
My worry disappeared and was replaced by relief. I had found myself
through one piece of change; It wasn’t the only change to come, but I’d finally found
myself.
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